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  Grading System
Mint The item is in perfect condition

Near Mint  . . . . .Almost perfect, any imperfections will be extremely minor

Excellent . . . . . .The item will have had very careful use, with only small imperfections

Good . . . . . . . . .The item will have had more use, showing obvious imperfections

Fair  . . . . . . . . . .The item will have heavy signs of wear, showing major imperfections & may include repaints

Poor  . . . . . . . . .The item will be in a very distressed condition, with many faults

Plus may be used if an item is better than its classification suggests
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General Toys 

2001. Corgi, Lledo, Bburago, Dinky and similar, a group of boxed models to include Corgi 470 Greenline Bus "Pentel - Click 
on the Draw" (London Country); Corgi 488 Double Decker Bus "Buy Before You Fly"; Corgi 46930 Double Decker Bus - white, 
"See More London" (London Transport); Lledo Supersonic Car "Thrust SSC"; MG Owner's Club issue 1/43 scale MGB 
"Roadster" (Millennium Edition) - gold plated effect along with others similar.  Also to include in this lot is boxed Dinky Toys Set 
49 Petrol Pumps in reproduction box with repainted contents (this set is Poor with pumps damaged etc.).  Conditions all 
generally appear to range from Good to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good outer packaging (please note some packaging 
does suffer from crushing along with old price stickers attached, not checked for completeness or correctness). (33) 

 £40 - £50 

2002. Corgi, a boxed group of Commercial Vehicles to include 16702 Scammell Highwayman Low Loader "Pickfords"; 97367 
Scammell Highwayman and Tanker Trailer "Pointer"; 20202 (Archive Corgi) Bedford S Tanker "Milk" along with others.  
Conditions do generally appear to be Good although some do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to display and 
therefore may have some small pieces missing, broken off or loose and none have been checked for completeness or 
correctness - in generally Good outer boxes. (6) 

 £35 - £45 

2003. Corgi, a boxed "James Bond" group comprising of 04201 Aston Martin DB5 and Odd Job Figure Set (James Bond 
Collection 007); TY02102 Mustang Mach I (The Ultimate Bond Collection) & CC99106 4-piece Set "The Definitive Bond 
Collection".  Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good outer packaging along with 
Good outer tin film case. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

2004. Lima & Triang, a boxed group comprising of Lima HO scale Goods Wagons along with Trian boxed Minic Motorway 
sets to include Lima HO scale 3109 Goods Wagon "Carlsberg"; Lima HO scale 3104 Goods Wagon "Steff"; boxed Triang Minic 
Motorways Track Set along with others.  Also included in this lot is boxed Triang Minic Motorways M.1541 Rolls Royce Silver 
Cloud (please note the model in this lot is a Jaguar and not a Rolls Royce and is also sun-faded to one side).  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Fair to Good in generally Fair to Good outer packaging. (8) 

 £40 - £50 
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2005. Corgi, a boxed group of Buses to include OM45908 Van Hool T9 and coldcast diorama "Maynes of Buckie"; 43710 
(Millenium Collection) Q1 Trolleybus "The London Transport Q1"; AN54904 Van Hool T9 "Caelloi Motors"; 98421 (Modern 
Buses USA) MCI-102 DL3 "Demonstration Bus" & 42714 "The Original Omnibus" (Bus Operators in Britain) Single Decker 
Coach "Eurolines".  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for 
completeness - in generally Good outer packaging. (5) 

 £35 - £40 

2006. Corgi "Aviation Archive" boxed 1/144 scale Military Aircraft (Military Air Power Series) comprising of C-130A Hercules 
56-0489 "USAF Vietnam Camouflage".  Condition does generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to 
Good Plus outer pictorial flip-up lid box. 

 £20 - £25 

2007. Corgi, a boxed group of Commercials "Norbert Dentressangle" comprising of 59536 Scania Curtainsider; 59543 
Renault Curtainsider; 59535 Volvo Chemicals Tanker with white tanker & 59535 Volvo Chemicals Tanker with white tanker.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer window boxes (please note these window 
boxes do appear to be slightly sunfaded in parts along with old price stickers attached). (4) 

 £40 - £50 

2008. Tekno, Iveco & Lion Car a boxed group of Commercial Vehicles comprising of Tekno 1/50 scale Refrigerated Box Van 
and Refrigerated Trailer "Scania"; Tekno 1/50 scale Articulated Box Van and Trailer "Leyland DAF" (Concept 95); Lion Car 36 
Articulated Truck & Trailer which appears to be in Lion Car 70 box; Iveco Tipper Wagon "Hydro-Mechanical".  Conditions range 
from Poor to Good in generally Poor to Fair outer packaging (please note these do appear to have been repackaged possibly 
due to display and all packaging suffers from crushing, splitting and other damage along with the Lion Car and Iveco models 
have parts broken off or missing). (4) 

 £40 - £50 

2009. Corgi & similar, a boxed group of Commercials to include TY87006 (Superhaulers) DAF '95 Short Wheel Base and 
Close Coupler Trailer "Pickfords"; TY86618 (Superhaulers) Scania Rigid Truck "WH Malcolm Ltd"; TY99143 4-vehicle Set 
"Norfolk Line" comprising of Scania Skeletal Trailer, DAF '95 Box Trailer, Transit Van & Fork Lift Truck along with others. 
Conditions do all appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer packaging (please note some packaging does 
suffer from crushing and most will require further cleaning due to storage). (6) 

 £30 - £40 

2010. Herpa, Wiking, Dickie Spielzeug and similar, a group of mixed scale models comprising of mainly plastic Commercial 
Vehicles and Sets to include Dickie Spielzeug 3-vehicle Set "Woolworth" (Woolworth Truck 2005); Herpa Refrigerated 
Truck/Trailer "Bautrans Lauterach"; Edor Benelux Articulated Truck with Box Trailer "Blokker"; Wiking 27392 Unimog U1700 
"Mit Rungenanhanger" along with others.  Conditions all appear to be Good Plus to Near Mint although none have been 
checked for completeness - in generally Good outer perspex packaging/window boxes (please note some packaging does have 
old price stickers attached and some suffer from crushing). (16) 

 £40 - £45 

2011. Matchbox, Corgi, Bburago and similar, a group of boxed mixed scale models to include Bburago 1/24 scale Jaguar 
XK120 "Roadster" (1948); Bburago 1/24 scale Ferrari F40 (1987); Matchbox "Super Kings" K-121 Winch Truck "Highway Patrol 
City Police"; Matchbox "Super Kings" K-87 Volkswagen Golf; Corgi 97084 Bedford Pantechnicon Delivery Van "Gratten" along 
with others.  Conditions all appear to range from Fair to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or 
correctness - in generally Poor to Fair packaging (majority of packaging suffers from crushing).  Also included is boxed plastic 
constructed Radio Controlled Torpedo Boat which has dual propellers and drives forward, turns right and left, with transmitter 
(please note this has not been tested and condition does appear to be Poor to Fair with the upper deck being loose in generally 
Poor outer box complete with Fair polystyrene packaging). (31) 

 £30 - £40 
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2012. Siku, a boxed and unboxed group of Commercial Vehicles comprising of mainly unboxed but does include 2 x boxed 
models to include 3122 (Siku Super Serie) boxed Fork Lift Truck; 2523 boxed Mercedes Benz Lorry along with a group of 
unboxed which includes 3122 Auto Transporter "Siku Transporter"; Tanker "Air BP"; 3412 Sattelzug Articulated Truck with 
Curtainside Trailer "Hueck-Aluminium Fenster" along with others.  Conditions of boxed are generally Good although they do 
appear to have been repackaged possibly due to display and therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose - in 
generally Good outer window boxes (although they do suffer from crushing).  Unboxed models are generally Fair to Good but 
some may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose. (17) 

 £50 - £60 

2013. Matchbox, a group of unboxed Commercial Vehicles comprising of King Size, Super Kings and similar to include 
K-44/3 (Super Kings) Berliet Bridge Transporter complete with a number of plastic bridges and stantions; K-16/K-55 (Super 
Kings) Articulated Truck and Tanker "Shell"; K-11 (King Size) Car Transporter along with others.  Conditions do all generally 
appear to range from Poor to Good with the majority being play worn along with some which may have pieces missing, broken 
off or loose.  Also included large scale tinplate and plastic construction Truck with Box Trailer - generally Good. (14) 

 £40 - £50 

2014. Corgi, Hot Wheels, Bburago, Matchbox, Dinky and similar, a large group of unboxed models comprising of Hot Wheels 
1/25 scale Ferrari 250GT; Dinky Toys Ford Transit Van "Police Accident Unit"; Bburago Mercedes 300SL; Bburago 1/24 scale 
Datsun 240Z along with others.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good with the majority appearing to be play worn 
along with having small pieces missing, broken off or loose. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2015. Wandle Games, a group of "Speedex" boxed Race Games comprising of 3 x sets which also includes Britains contract 
castings of horses and jockeys along with other Speedex game accessories.  Please note these three sets do not appear to be 
complete.  Conditions all generally appear to be Fair to Good in generally Poor to Fair boxes (one set is missing lid). (3) 

 £30 - £40 

2016. Britains, Crescent and similar, a quantity of loose mixed metal figures and animals along with farm accessories 
comprising of horses, cows, farm workers, tractors, outbuildings plus medieval and more recent military soldiers and figures 
which also comprise of foot soldiers and mounted soldiers plus other interesting figures.  Plus small number of loose Del Prado 
mounted soldiers including Officer British 5th Dragoon Guards 1812, Wellington at Salamanca 1812 and others.  Please note 
there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions range from Poor to Fair with none being checked for completeness (many of these 
figures and animals do have small pieces missing, broken off or loose).  Due to the weight of this lot shipping is not available 
and therefore collection only. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2017. A pair of boxed vintage collectable Children's Sewing Machines comprising of (1) circa 1960s "Little Betty" Miniature 
Sewing Machine - green enamel, complete with instruction sheet - generally Good to Good Plus in generally Good outer original 
box with coloured label; (2) circa 1940s/1950s "Baby Sewing Machine" produced by Grain - mounted on wooden plinth and is 
again generally Good in Good original outer box complete with original detailed picture stickers.  These early children's toys 
are fast becoming very collectable and quite difficult to find in original boxes. Please note these sewing machines suffer only 
slightly from pitting. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2018. KO (Japan) vintage boxed plastic and metal construction "Space Pilot X-Ray Gun".  Please note no sparkling barrel is 
observed but explosive firing noise is still present.  Condition appears to be generally Good in generally Fair outer original 
pictorial lift-off lid box. 

 £30 - £35 
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2019. A quantity of soft backed and hard backed collecting books along with a quantity of collectable VHS videos to include 
"Toy Soldiers" book by Norman Joplin; "Hornby The Official Illustrated History" by Ian Harrison with Pat Hammond; "Antique 
Toys and Dolls" by Constance E King; "The Collectors All Colour Guide to Toy Soldiers" by Andrew Rose along with others.  
VHS Videos comprise of titles such as "Forbidden Planet" (Special Collectors Edition); The Beatles in "A Hard Day's Night" 
(Special Edition which includes 18 minutes of rare bonus footage); The Beatles "Help"; The Beatles "The Making of A Hard 
Day's Night"; "Inseminoid" (The Horror Birth Spawned in Space) along with others.  Conditions of all the books do appear to be 
Good although none have been checked. VHS videos are generally Good in generally Good outer slip cases (although gain 
none have been tested or checked for correctness). (qty in 2 plastic tubs) 

 £10 - £20 

2020. A small quantity of boxed and unboxed more desirable tinplate wind-up and battery operated toys to include Japanese 
made "Modern Toys" battery operated Paddle Steamer (clean battery compartment); battery operated Space Vehicle (clean 
battery compartment); boxed Aoshin (Japan) Fire Chief Car (please note this tinplate push-along car is the wrong model for the 
box) along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good although none have been tested in generally Fair to 
Good outer boxes where applicable. (7) 

 £30 - £35 

2021. A quantity of unboxed and loose mainly wind-up tinplate/plastic mechanical toys comprising of P.P/MS358 Ping Pong 
Players; tinplate, plastic and rubber wind-up Ice Cream Seller; various tinplate wind-up vintage Motorcycle and Sidecar; wind-up 
tinplate Snail along with others.  These are all interesting novelty items and is definitely worth a good sort. Conditions all 
generally range from Fair to Good with some items appearing to have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and not all 
items have their individual keys but some keys are present. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

2022. A pair of vintage highly collectable Telephones comprising of (1) brass or similar candlestick telephone which is 
inscribed with "GEC - General Electrical Company" (Made in England) along with (2) Wall mounted brass or similar telephone 
which is also inscribed "GEC - General Electrical Company" (Made in England).  These two vintage telephones appear to have 
been adapted for modern day use with modern telephone connection cables fitted along with wall connectors.  Also included is 
an early vintage collectable Bakelite Radio (Bush) which is 200-250 Volt Mains.  This small interesting group is well worth a 
look as these vintage telephones are fast becoming hard to find. (Please note these telephones do appear to be authentic they 
could be very well made reproductions - please see photos). Telephones both generally appear Good although not been tested.  
Radio is Poor with torn front mess, damaged speaker and tuning dial missing. (3) 

 £25 - £35 

2023. A mixed group of boxed and unboxed collectables comprising of scratchbuilt tinplate and plastic items to include boxed 
"Gee-Wiz" tinplate Racing Game; metal/tinplate constructed Codeg Children's Shop Till; boxed pair of M-1604 plastic 
constructed Intercom Telephones along with a large scale scratchbuilt (1960's/19670's) House/Bungalow complete with wooden 
base.  Conditions of the items range from Poor to Good in generally Poor to Fair outer packaging where applicable (please 
note these items do appear to be damaged in some way and none have been checked for completeness or correctness). (4) 

 £20 - £25 

2024. Lledo Days Gone, a boxed group of promotional models to include 58000 1950 Morris Z Van "Post Office Telephones"; 
16021 1934 Dennis Parcels Van "Goodyear Tyres"; 40000 1934 Mack Truck "Tarmac Crane Truck" along with others similar.  
Conditions do all appear to be generally Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or 
correctness and may have some duplication - in generally Good outer window boxes (some boxes do suffer from crushing 
along with old price stickers attached). (80) 

 £40 - £50 
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2025. A large quantity of mainly modelling and collecting magazines including military and others to include titles such as 
"Re-Live Waterloo"; "Toy Soldier Review"; "Military Hobbies"; "Toy Soldier Review"; "Continental Modeller" along with other 
magazines.  Also included is a small number of paperback books such as "Game of Thrones" by George RR Martin (Issue 2 A 
Clash of Kings"; "The Girl Who Kicked The Hornets Nest" by Stieg Larsson along with others.  All appear to be Fair to Good 
although none have been checked. Please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not available and therefore collection 
only. (large qty) 

 £10 - £20 

2026. Britains & Borbur Enterprises, a group of boxed sets to include Britains 8806 17th Lancers "The Duke of Cambridge's 
Own"; Britains 3109 The Charge of the Light Brigade 1854 "The Crimean War"; Britains 8830 The 1st Royal Dragoons; Britains 
8824 Mounted Lifeguard 1837 along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Fair to Good in Good outer boxes.  
Please note some of these sets do appear to have pieces missing, broken off or loose.  Also to include in this lot is Britains 
41104 German "Over The Top" Set which generally appears Good to Good Plus although not checked for completeness along 
with Borbur Enterprise (Steadfast Soldiers) Black Maria Set which appears to be Poor as has sustained extensive damage and 
may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose - in generally Poor box with very little foam packing. (12) 

 £50 - £60 

2027. Britains, boxed special edition set "The Sherwood Foresters Regimental Band" (The William Collectors Club 1996) 
complete with certificate number 2174.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for 
completeness for correctness - in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial box and Good inner foam packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

2028. Del Prado, a group of carded/blister packed Military Figures comprising of Napoleonic, Medieval Warriors and similar 
which includes SME023 Bertrand de Guesclin circa 1370 Horse with Mounted Figure; SME020 Tim Urid Tarkhan circa 1400 
Horse with Mounted Figure; CBH005 Marlborough Cavalry Man and Blenheim 1704 along with others.  This lot also includes 
carded/blister packed Military Accessories.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to 
Good Plus outer card/blister packs (please note some blister packs do suffer from crushing along with some card backs being 
detached from the blister). (37) 

 £50 - £60 

2029. Del Prado, a group of carded/blister packed Military Figures comprising of Napoleonic, Medieval Warriors and similar 
which includes SME038 Bishop Hermann of Tartu 1242 Horse with Mounted Figure; SME042 Mongol Warrior circa 1300 Horse 
with Mounted Figure; SNP040 Spanish Guerrilla Chief 1812 Figure; SNP092 French Naval Officer 1790s Figure along with 
others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer card/blister packs 
(please note some blister packs do suffer from crushing along with some card backs being detached from the blister). (37) 

 £50 - £60 

2030. Hornby, an incomplete boxed Hornby Trains O Gauge Series Good Set 20 which does include Loco, Good Wagons 
and Tender along with track. Plus non-Hornby Railway Platform.  Condition does appear to be Fair to Good in generally Fair 
outer lift-off lid box.  Please note this has not been tested or checked for completeness/correctness.  Also included Hornby 
(Meccano Limited) tin Platform with swinging "Wembley" sign - generally Good. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2031. Hornby O Gauge, boxed pre-war clockwork Set which includes 3 x Wagons (missing loco) along with track and other 
accessories.  Condition does generally appear to be Fair to Good although not checked for completeness/correctness and is 
untested - in generally Poor to Fair outer box (missing lid). 

 £40 - £50 
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2032. Lima, Triang Hornby & Brawa, a small group of Railway related items to include (1) boxed Brawa HO gauge 1160 
Container Crane - generally Good although not checked for completeness/correctness - in generally Good outer pictorial box 
and Good inner polystyrene packaging; (2) Brawa 1170 "Ladestrasse" (Loader Line) which is used in conjunction with the 
Brawa 1161 Container Crane and (3) pair of HO scale Coaches comprising of Lima 1702 - maroon and Triang R423 Brake/2nd 
Coach with Seats - maroon.  Please note nothing has been tested or checked for completeness/correctness.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in Poor to Good outer packaging. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

2033. Corgi, Oxford Diecast, Minic, Minichamps and similar, a group of boxed models comprising of aircraft, military, motor 
vehicles and similar to include Minichamps 1/35 scale SD.KFZ. 251/1 German Half Track (damaged with pieces missing and 
broken off); Corgi CC25902 1/50 scale Routemaster Bus "Golden Jubilee 1952-2002"; Oxford Diecast 1/72 scale D.H. 80A 
Puss Moth (RAF); Oxford Diecast 1/72 scale D.H. 82 Tiger Moth Float Plane (Royal Navy); Minic Ships 1/1200 scale Naval 
Harbour Set (incomplete) along with others.  Also to include in this lot is 4 x boxed Dinky Toys (Norev Editions) comprising of 2 
x 480 Bedford 10cwt Van "Kodak", 111 Triumph TR2 Sports and 555 Ford "Thunderbird".  Conditions of models appear to 
range from Poor to Excellent with some models damaged with small pieces missing, broken off or loose possibly due to 
previous display - in generally Fair to Good outer boxes. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2034. Tomy, Tyco, Aurora and Matchbox, a group of boxed sets comprising of (1) Tyco "Monte Carlo" Racing Set which 
appears incomplete and is missing cars; (2) Tomy "AFX Vertigo" Skill Racing Set which is loose inside box and could be 
incomplete but does included 2 x slot cars and accessories; (3) Aurora "AFX Racing" (featuring G-Plus) comprising accessories 
and controllers, track etc. and 2 x slot racing cars and sealed box lap counter; (4) Aurora AFX GX 2850 "Stop Police" Racing 
Set which comprises of accessories, controllers, power packs and other similar items but missing vehicles; (5) Matchbox 
Playset "Container Port" with contents loose inside box and appears to be incomplete.  Please note all of these sets although 
containing accessories as stated all appear to be incomplete and none have been tested or checked for 
completeness/correctness.  Conditions are generally Fair to Good in generally Poor to Good outer boxes, with Poor to Good 
inner packaging where applicable. (5) 

 £30 - £40 

2035. Scalextric, a boxed group of Racing Sets and Accessories to include C534 "Scalextric 300" Racing Set comprising of 
straight and curved track, controllers, power pack and 2 x slot Racing Minis; Scalextric "Rally Sprint" Racing Set comprising of 
straight and curved track, power pack, controllers and 2 x slot XR2i Racing Cars; Micro Scalextric "Jaguar Cup" (Jaguar XJ220 
Uniport v Jaguar XJ 220 ERG) which comprises of straight and curved track, controllers and other accessories along with 2 x 
Jaguar slot cars; plus other Scalextric accessories and items.  Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good in generally 
Poor to Good outer boxes/packaging (please note these items have not been checked for completeness/correctness and are 
untested). (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

2036. Scalextric, pair of boxed Racing Sets comprising of (1) "Champion Tourers" (Renault Laguna BTCC v Audi A4 BTCC) 
which comprises of straight and curved track, hand controllers, power supply and other accessories including 2 x slot racing 
cars; (2) "Beetle Cup" (Volkswagen Beetle 17 v Volkswagen Beetle 18) which comprises of straight and curved track, hand 
controllers, power supply along with other accessories including 2 x slot Beetle Racing Cars.  Conditions do generally range 
from Fair to Good in generally Fair to Good outer pictorial lift-off lid boxes (please note these sets have not been checked for 
completeness/correctness and are untested). (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2037. A large resin or similar construction Chess Set comprising of large resin chess board measuring approximately 44cm x 
44cm which stands approximately 4cm in height and has decorative moulded feet along with resin (or similar) chess pieces 
which represent military figures and other pieces comprising of Napoleonic and similar.  These pieces measure approximately 
9-10cm in height.  Condition is generally Fair to Good although not checked for completeness or correctness - in generally Fair 
polystyrene base.  Interesting item for chess lover and would definitely be a talking piece. 

 £10 - £15 
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2038. Corgi Classics, a boxed "Chipperfields Circus" group to include 87885 Scammell Highwayman Trailer and Caravan x 2; 
97887 Bedford O Articulated Horse Box; 97896 AEC Pole Truck; 97889 AEC Cage Truck and Trailer; 97888 Foden Closed 
Pole Truck with Caravan; 96905 Advance Booking Vehicle x 2 along with others (please note there is duplication within this lot 
as stated).  Conditions all range from Good to Excellent in generally Good outer pictorial lift-off lid boxes (some models do 
appear to have been repackaged possibly due to display and therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and 
nothing has been checked for completeness/correctness). (13) 

 £80 - £90 

2039. Lego, Airfix, Italeri, Tamiya and similar, a group of boxed items to include 6 x Lego accessories/sets which includes 
3841 "Minotaurus" game; 8851 (Lego Technic) "Pneumatic"; 8842 (Lego Technic) Racing Car along with others.  Please note 
these sets are loose inside the boxes and nothing has been checked for completeness or correctness.  All appear to be 
generally Good in Good to Good Plus outer boxes.  Also included is a small number of plastic kits including Airfix 1/12 scale 
Series 4 "James Bond and Odd Job"; Italeri 1/22 scale Honda RC211V Motorcycle; Tamiya 1/24 scale Renault 5 Turbo Rally 
Car along with others.  Conditions of the kits appear to be Fair to Good although the majority are loose inside the boxes and 
therefore have not been checked for completeness/correctness - in generally Good outer packaging.  Plus plastic or similar 
collectors doll "Living Dead Dolls" which is housed in coffin style box "Lydia The Lobster Girl" - generally Good although not 
checked for completeness - in generally Good outer coffin style display box. (14) 

 £30 - £40 

2040. A pair of boxed large scale models which appear to be of plastic, metal and balsa wood construction and comprises of 
Piper Cherokee Aircraft & Pirol Sailing/Racing Boat.  Please note these models appear to be incomplete and loose inside 
packaging and therefore have not been checked for completeness/correctness and are untested.  Conditions of the contents 
appear to be generally Poor to Good in generally Poor to Fair outer pictorial lift-off lid boxes.  Also includes a large scale 
battery operated Radio Controlled "Sonic Fin" Racing Boat which appears Good but again not checked for completeness - in 
generally Fair outer window box (untested). (3) 

 £15 - £20 

2041. Lledo Days Gone and similar, a group of boxed promotional models which may include some harder to find examples 
comprising of DG043031 (Whisky Trail) Morris Van "White Label Finest Scotch Whisky"; 51010 1928 Chevrolet Box Van (The 
Rupert Collection) "Rupert Bear"; LP50-181A 1926 Bullnose Morris Van "Desperate Dan" - blue; DG51-000A 1928 Chevrolet 
Box Van "Madame Tussauds" along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although 
none have been checked for completeness for correctness - in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes.  (Please 
note the majority of boxes do have a handwritten reference sticker attached and there may be some duplication). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2042. Lledo Days Gone and similar, a group of boxed promotional models which may include some harder to find examples 
comprising of DG085011-011A 1912 Renault Van (The Whisky Trail) "Chivas Regal Premium Scotch Whisky"; LP6-784A 1920 
Ford Model-T Van "Minnie the Minx" - white; LP31-008A Horsedrawn Brewers Dray (Coronation Street) "Newton & Ridley Best 
Bitter"; 16036 1934 Dennis Parcel Van "Bovril" along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near 
Mint although none have been checked for completeness for correctness - in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes.  
(Please note the majority of boxes do have a handwritten reference sticker attached and there may be some duplication). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2043. Lledo Days Gone and similar, a group of boxed promotional models which may include some harder to find examples 
comprising of LP60017A 1955 Dennis F8 Fire Engine (from London's Burning) "London Fire Service" - black, red, silver; 
DG100002 Fordson 7V Truck "Post Office Telephones"; 58006 1950 Morris Z Van "Pepsi Cola"; DG75006 1957 Bristol LD 6G 
Lodekka Bus "Tate & Lyle" along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none 
have been checked for completeness for correctness - in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes.  (Please note the 
majority of boxes do have a handwritten reference sticker attached and there may be some duplication). (70) 

 £40 - £50 
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2044. Lledo Days Gone and similar, a group of boxed promotional models which may include some harder to find examples 
comprising of 52011 1935 Morris Parcel Van "Hamley's"; DG103000 Sentinel S 6-wheel Flatbed "London Brick Company 
Limited"; SL71006A 1959 Morris LD150 Van "Pepsi Cola" (lady on the side) - white; 43017 1931 Morris Van "Tate Sugars" 
along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for 
completeness for correctness - in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes.  (Please note the majority of boxes do 
have a handwritten reference sticker attached and there may be some duplication). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2045. Lledo Days Gone and similar, a group of boxed promotional models which may include some harder to find examples 
comprising LP6646 1920 Ford Model T Van "Bassett's Liquorice Allsorts" (this model is mounted on Bassett's Allsorts tin); 
LP13056A 1930 Ford Model A Van "The BBC 1936-1986 50 Years of Television"; DG66009A 1926 Dennis Delivery Van 
"Shell - 100 Years of Motoring"; DG125004 Burell Showman's Steam Wagon "Joseph Brewer and Sons Golden Gallopers" 
along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for 
completeness for correctness - in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes.  (Please note the majority of boxes do 
have a handwritten reference sticker attached and there may be some duplication). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2046. Lledo Days Gone and similar, a group of boxed promotional models which may include some harder to find examples 
comprising of LP36003A 1938 Chevy Pick Up "Castrol - Wakefield Motor Oil" - dark green/black (The Spirit of Brooklands); LP8 
2-vehicle box set containing LP8 1920 Ford Model T Tanker "International Lledo Show 1999" & LP97 1934 Sentinel S4 4-wheel 
Dropside Steam Wagon "RDP Publications"; DG0006159 (The Whisky Trail) Ford Model T Van "Glenfiddich Scotch Whisky"; 
SL59004A (Heartbeat) 1950 Bedford 30cwt Truck "Pickford's Removers and Storers" along with others.  Conditions do all 
generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness for correctness - in generally 
Good to Good Plus outer window boxes.  (Please note the majority of boxes do have a handwritten reference sticker attached 
and there may be some duplication). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2047. Lledo and similar, a group of special edition multi-vehicle Box Sets which also includes some more desirable 
collectable box sets comprising of 5-vehicle box set "The Raleigh Story" complete with copy of A4 vintage poster along with 
literature; 3-vehicle set "The Rolls Royce Collection" limited edition of 7500 sets and is a special 24 carat gold plated edition 
complete with wooden plinth; 3-vehicle set "British Motoring Classics of the 1960s" special 24 carat gold plated set complete 
with plinth; 4-vehicle set "Pickford's" along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Excellent outer special edition boxes. (9) 

 £30 - £35 

2048. Lledo, a boxed group of special more desirable models which all comprise of "royalty" related models and includes 
4-vehicle set QM1004 "The Queen Mother Commemorative Set" limited edition produced in 2002 to celebrate the life of The 
Queen Mother; 3-vehicle set "Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 80th Birthday - 21st April 2006" certificate number 3005/5000 
produced; box containing 5 x boxed models (Royal Celebration Collection) "Queens 40th Wedding Anniversary Set", 
DG050041A 1926 Bullnose Morris Van "Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 75ht Birthday", LP38008A 1925 Rolls Royce Silver 
Ghost Saloon - gold/maroon "Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother's Royal Birthday August 4th 1995" along with 
others. An interesting lot of royal commemorative models. Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in 
generally Good to Good Plus outer commemorative display boxes/packaging. (17) 

 £25 - £30 

2049. Corgi, a boxed of Eddie Stobart group to include 59516 Volvo Short Wheel Base Lorry with Close Couple Trailer; 
59503 Scania Curtainside Trailer; 59502 ERF Curtainside Trailer; 59508 Scania Short Wheel Base Lorry along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes (please note 
some boxes do have old price stickers attached). (12) 

 £40 - £50 
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2050. Oxford Diecast, a boxed group of 1/43 and 1/76 scale models comprising of mainly Oxford Platinum series and others 
to include HA020 Bedford HA Van "Platinum Member 2010"; 76AEC016 AEC Matador "Oxford Platinum Member 2012"; SP110 
Austin ATV "Platinum Member 2016" along with others.  Also to include 1/43 scale RD002 1926 Daimler "Queen Mary" & 
Vintage Covered Bus "Bus World 2007 - Kortrijk".  Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good 
Plus to Excellent outer rigid perspex cases. (12) 

 £40 - £50 

2051. Oxford Diecast, a boxed diecast of mainly 1/43 and 1/76 scale models comprising of Oxford Christmas Series along 
with one other and includes 76TK015 Bedford TK Luton Van "Christmas 2012"; 76BD015 Bedford OX 30cwt Van "Christmas 
2013"; SP092 Routemaster Bus "Christmas 2015" along with others.  Also to include is 1/43 scale RD001 King George IV 
(Sandringham) 1929 Daimler.  Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer 
rigid perspex cases. (12) 

 £40 - £50 

2052. Budgie (All Metal Models), a boxed pair of Delivery Vans comprising of (1) "GWR - 1835-1985" - brown, white/cream 
canopy and (2) "LMS - Liverpool Road" - dark red with dark red canopy.  Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to 
Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2053. Corgi, Solido, Creative Master Northcord, a group of mainly boxed (but with some unboxed) of Buses and Commercials 
to include Creative Master Northcord UKBUS2009 President Bodied Trident "North East Diecast Collectors Club Anniversary 
Model 1985-2005"; Corgi 97870 Karrier W4 Trolley Bus "Newcastle-upon-Tyne Corporation"; Corgi 97206 Guy Arab Double 
Decker Bus "Northern"; Solido 4404 AEC Double Decker RT Bus "London Country" - green; Solido 4402 AEC Double Decker 
RT Bus "London Transport"; Corgi (Modern Trucks) 75001 ERF EC Box Trailer "Lynx Express"; Corgi Superhaulers 59568 
Scania Box Trailer "TNT" along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to range from Good to Near Mint in generally 
Good to Good Plus outer packaging (please note some window boxes do suffer from crushing and some packaging does have 
old price stickers attached). (21) 

 £40 - £50 

2054. Corgi, Atlas Editions, Oxford Diecast, Matchbox and similar, a boxed group (plus small quantity of unboxed) to include 
Corgi TY95902 (James Bond 007) which comprises of Aston Martin DB5 and Rolls Royce 2-piece Set (with figures); 4 x 
"Cadbury's Travellers Series"; 5 x "Royal Mail" Series; 12 x "Motoring Memories Series" which comprises of 61217 "Zebra 
Grate Polish", 61220 "Stone's Original" along with others.  Also to include in this lot is 7 x Atlas Editions (Best of British Police 
Cars) comprising of Austin J2 Van "Metropolitan Police"; Ford Granada Mark I "Avon and Somerset"; Morris Minor 1000 Van 
"West Riding Constabulary/Police Dog Patrol"; Jaguar Mark II "Bedfordshire Police" x 2 along with others.  Please note there is 
duplication within this lot.  Conditions all generally appear to range from Good to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus 
outer window boxes/packaging. (51) 

 £40 - £50 

2055. UT Models, a group of boxed 1/18 scale Chevrolet "Caprice" Police Vehicles comprising of (1) white, blue side stripes, 
"Cheyenne Police"; (2) black, 64 to roof, "Brea Police" and (3) white, blue side stripes, "Brossard-Servir et Proteger", 61-07 to 
roof.  Conditions appear to be generally Good to Good Plus although not checked for completeness - in generally Fair to outer 
window boxes (please note window boxes do suffer from crushing, all would all benefit from cleaning due to storage and appear 
to be discoloured/sun faded). (3) 

 £40 - £50 

2056. UT Models, a group of boxed 1/18 scale Chevrolet "Caprice" Police Vehicles comprising of (1) white, 1813 roof 
number, "Metro Dade Police"; (2) white, light blue side stripe, "Chicago Police" and (3) blue, white roof, "NYPD Police".  
Conditions appear to be generally Good to Good Plus although not checked for completeness - in generally Fair to outer 
window boxes (please note window boxes do suffer from crushing, all would all benefit from cleaning due to storage and appear 
to be discoloured/sun faded). (3) 

 £40 - £50 
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2057. UT Models, Road Legends & Mira, a boxed group of 1/18 and 1/12 Police Vehicles to include UT Models 1/18 scale 
Chevrolet "Caprice" - white, blue side stripe, "Sebring Police"; Road Legends 1/12 scale Police Motorbike BMW R100-RS; Mira 
(Golden Line Collection) 1/18 scale Chevy Panel Truck 1950 "New York Police Department" and Mira 1/18 scale (Golden Line 
Collection) 1955 Buick Century "Sun State Patrol".  Conditions do all generally appear Good although not checked for 
completeness or correctness - in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note window boxes suffer from 
crushing/splitting and boxes are sun faded and would benefit from further cleaning due to storage). (4) 

 £35 - £40 

2058. Maisto, Road Signature & Motor Max, a boxed group of 1/18 scale Police Vehicles comprising of Motor Max 
"Vancouver Police", A8499 to roof; Road Signature 1/18 scale 1957 Chevrolet Bel Air "Police Chief"; Maisto Chevrolet Impala 
"Tennessee State Trooper" & Maisto Chevrolet Impala "NYPD".  Conditions do generally appear to be Good to Good Plus 
although not checked for completeness for correctness - in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note window 
boxes do suffer from crushing/splitting and would benefit from further cleaning due to storage, some models do appear to have 
parts loose inside of box). (4) 

 £40 - £50 

2059. Sun Star, Auto Art & Kyosho, a boxed group of 1/18 scale Police Vehicles comprising of (1) Sun Star 1982 Camaro 
Z28 "California Highway Patrol"; (2) Kyosho Mini Van "Police" and (3) Auto Art Subaru Impreza Police Vehicle.  Conditions do 
generally appear Good although not checked for completeness or correctness - in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes.  
(Please note Auto Art box is missing window and models may have some small pieces missing, broken off or loose as they 
have been repackaged at some point). (3) 

 £35 - £40 

2060. Solido, Road Signature, Eagle Collectables and similar, a boxed group of Emergency Vehicles comprising of Police 
and Fire Department vehicles to include Eagle Collectables 1/18th scale 1940 Ford Coupe Highway Patrol Car; Road Signature 
1/24 scale Police Range Rover; Solido 9006 Jeep "Pompiers" (FDNY Fire Department) along with others.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although some models are loose inside of packaging and therefore may have small 
pieces missing, broken off or loose - in generally Poor to Fair packaging (please note the majority of packaging is suffering from 
crushing, splitting and other damage and no models have been checked for completeness/correctness). (5) 

 £25 - £30 

2061. Sun Star, Revell, Bburago & Product Enterprise Limited, a boxed group of mixed scale vehicles which includes 2 x TV 
related models to include Sun Star 1/18 scale '65 Chevrolet C-10 Pick Up Truck - red; Sun Star 1/18 scale London Taxi Cab 
(1998); Revell 1/24 scale Peterbilt 359 "Big Blue" Truck along with others.  Also included TV related items comprising of blister 
packed Supreme Dalek (Dr Who Series 4) & Product Enterprises Limited Dalek with Infrared Control (Dr Who and the 
Movie - Daleks) (infrared control has not been checked or tested).  Conditions generally appear to range from Fair to Good 
although none have been checked for completeness - in generally Poor to Fair outer packaging (please note the majority of 
packaging does suffer from crushing, splitting and other damage and are sunfaded.  Some models do appear to have pieces 
broken off, missing or loose). (7) 

 £35 - £45 

2062. Corgi, a boxed pair of 1/50 scale (Hauliers of Renown) Commercial Vehicles comprising of (1) CC14806 Scania 143 
Box Trailer "Pollock (Scotrans Limited)", complete with certificate no.0148/1500 and (2) CC13726 Scania R Series Fridge 
"McConaghy Refrigerated Transport", complete with certificate no.425/999 produced.  Conditions do generally appear to be 
Near Mint to Mint although not checked for completeness - in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift-off lid boxes. 
(2) 

 £40 - £60 

2063. Corgi, a boxed pair of 1/50 scale (Hauliers of Renown) Commercial Vehicles comprising of (1) CC13823 Mercedes 
Actros Container "Pulleyn Transport Limited", complete with certificate no.1460/1500 produced and (2) CC14808 Scania 143 
Fridge Trailer "Mone Haulage", complete with certificate no.0802/1000 produced.  Conditions do generally appear to be Near 
Mint to Mint although not checked for completeness - in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift-off lid boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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2064. Corgi, a boxed pair of 1/50 scale (Hauliers of Renown) Commercial Vehicles comprising of (1) CC13820 Mercedes 
Actros Fridge "Southbarr Transport", complete with certificate no.1077/1200 produced and (2) CC12823 Scania T Topline 
Curtainside with Moffett Mounty "AS Taylor Transport Limited), with certificate no.1034/1750 produced, with accessory 
upgrades.  Conditions do generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although not checked for completeness - in generally Good 
Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift-off lid boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2065. Corgi, a boxed pair of 1/50 scale (Hauliers of Renown) Commercial Vehicles comprising of (1) CC15201 MAN TGX 
Curtainside "Dyce Carriers Limited", complete with certificate no.1501/2000 produced and (2) CC13736 Scania R Fridge Trailer 
"McGeown International Limited", complete with certificate no.0287/1150 produced.  Conditions do generally appear to be Near 
Mint to Mint although not checked for completeness - in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift-off lid boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2066. Corgi, a boxed pair of 1/50 scale (Hauliers of Renown) Commercial Vehicles comprising of (1) CC14802 Scania 
113/143 Fridge "Thomas Gibb Limited", complete with certificate no.1566/2001 produced and (2) CC15205 MAN TGX Fridge 
Trailer "McBurney Transport" complete with certificate no.0646/1350 produced.  Conditions do generally appear to be Near 
Mint to Mint although not checked for completeness - in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift-off lid boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2067. Corgi, a boxed pair of 1/50 scale (Hauliers of Renown) Commercial Vehicles comprising of (1) CC14020 Volvo FH 
Curtainside "McMullan Transport", complete with certificate no.1439/1750 produced and (2) CC14801 Scania 11/143 
Curtainside "McGauwn Bros", complete with certificate no.0559/1501 produced.  Conditions do generally appear to be Near 
Mint to Mint although not checked for completeness - in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift-off lid boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2068. Corgi, a boxed pair of 1/50 scale (Hauliers of Renown) Commercial Vehicles comprising of (1) CC14107 DAF XF105 
with Fridge Container "Hannon International Transport", complete with certificate no.1292/1700 produced and (2) CC14013 
Volvo FH Fridge "H E Payne Transport Limited", complete with certificate no.0843/1000 produced.  Conditions do generally 
appear to be Near Mint to Mint although not checked for completeness - in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial 
lift-off lid boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2069. Corgi, a boxed pair of 1/50 scale (Hauliers of Renown) Commercial Vehicles comprising of (1) CC14803 Scania 
113/143 Curtainside "Mulgrew European", complete with certificate no.0023/1500 produced and (2) CC13725 Scania R 
Curtainside "Barry Haulage", complete with certificate no.0779/1200 produced. Conditions do generally appear to be Near Mint 
to Mint although not checked for completeness - in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift-off lid boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2070. Corgi, a boxed pair of 1/50 scale (Hauliers of Renown) Commercial Vehicles comprising of (1) CC13727 Scania R 
Fridge Trailer "Hayton Coulthard Freight Forwarding Limited", complete with certificate no.0073/1500 produced and (2) 
CC12940 Scania Topline Curtainside "Sandy Kydd", complete with certificate no.0441/1500 produced. Conditions do generally 
appear to be Near Mint to Mint although not checked for completeness - in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial 
lift-off lid boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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2071. Corgi, a boxed pair of 1/50 scale (Hauliers of Renown) Commercial Vehicles comprising of (1) CC13818 Mercedes 
Benz Fridge Trailer "The Real McKay", complete with certificate no.0796/1000 produced and (2) CC13524 Volvo FM Haughton 
Parkhouse (The Professional) Livestock Transporter "Skye Transport", complete with certificate no.0218/1100 produced.  
Conditions do generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although not checked for completeness - in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent outer pictorial lift-off lid boxes and Good Plus to Excellent card slip sleeves where applicable. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2072. Corgi, a boxed pair of 1/50 scale (Hauliers of Renown) Commercial Vehicles comprising of (1) CC13723 Scania R 
Series Top Line Fridge Trailer "Ewing Bros", complete with certificate no.0268/1210 produced and (2) CC13811 Mercedes Benz 
Actros Step Frame Curtainside "D Curran & Sons Limited", complete with certificate no.2206/3100 produced.  Conditions do 
generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although not checked for completeness - in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer 
pictorial lift-off lid boxes and Good Plus to Excellent card slip sleeves. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2073. Corgi, a boxed pair of 1/50 scale (Hauliers of Renown) Commercial Vehicles comprising of (1) CC13241 DAF XF 
Super Space Cab Curtainside "MacRitchie Highland Distribution", complete with certificate no.1014/1810 produced and (2) 
CC13239 DAF XF Super Cab Fridge Trailer "Kinlochbervie Fishselling Co", complete with certificate no.0013/1910 produced.  
Conditions do generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although not checked for completeness - in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent outer pictorial lift-off lid boxes and Good Plus to Excellent card slip sleeves. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2074. Corgi, a boxed group of 1/50 scale Eddie Stobart related Commercial Trucks and Trailers to include CC12901 Scania 
Top Line Curtainside; CC76602 Scania Box Trailer & CC12802 Scania T-Cab Bulk Tipper.  Conditions do generally appear 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2075. Corgi, a boxed group of 1/50 scale Trucks and Trailers comprising of CC12903 Scania Top Line Curtainside "Currie 
European Transport"; CC12908 Scania Top Line Fridge Trailer "L E Jones Limited - International" and CC12204 Scania Fridge 
Trailer "Norfolk Line".  Conditions do generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window 
boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2076. Corgi, a boxed group of 1/50 scale Trucks and Trailers comprising of CC12906 Scania Top Line Fridge Trailer "P&C 
Hamilton"; CC12409 Volvo FH Globetrotter Fridge Trailer "McBurney Transport" and CC13705 (Hauliers of Renown) Scania R 
Series Top Line Fridge Trailer "Scot Trawlers Limited".  Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally 
Good to Good Plus outer window boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

2077. Corgi, a boxed group of 1/50 scale Trucks and Trailers comprising of CC14003 (Hauliers of Renown) Volvo FH 
Curtainside "Reid Transport"; CC13809 (Hauliers of Renown) Mercedes Benz Actros Curtainside "Pollock (Scot Trans) Limited" 
and CC13421 MAN TGA Curtainside and Moffett Mounty "Sloan Transport".  Conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes (please note some window boxes do have old price stickers/residue). (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2078. Corgi, a boxed group of 1/50 scale Trucks and Trailers comprising of CC12216 Scania Fridge Trailer "Corby Chilled 
Distribution Limited"; CC13420 (Hauliers of Renown) MAN TGA Curtainside "Woody's Express"; CC12934 (Hauliers of 
Renown) Scania Top Line Fridge Trailer "AJ Anderson Transport".  Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint 
(although not checked for completeness) in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes (one window box does have old 
price sticker residue to front). (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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2079. Corgi, a boxed group of 1/50 scale Trucks and Trailers comprising of CC13233 (Hauliers of Renown) DAF XF 
Curtainside "Grampian MacLennans"; CC13720 (Hauliers of Renown) Scania R Series Top Line Fridge Trailer "Barline 
Transport" and CC12920 Scania Top Line Fridge Trailer "AL Campbell Haulage".  Conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes (please note one window box does have old price sticker attached). (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2080. Corgi, a boxed group of 1/50 scale Commercial Trucks and Trailers comprising of (1) CC14012 (Modelzone) Volvo FH 
Box Trailer "Eddie Stobart Ford Focus WRC Rally Team" complete with certificate no.0993/2010 produced - generally Near 
Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift-off lid box; (2) CC12207 Scania Curtainside "Pete Osborne 
Logistics" - generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus outer window box; (3) 75201 (Modern 
Trucks - ERF/EC Series) ERF Curtainside "Eddie Stobart Limited" - generally Good Plus to Excellent in Good to Good Plus 
clear perspex display case, complete with Good inner polystyrene packaging. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2081. WSI Collectables 1/50 scale 02-1662 Shetland DAF XF SSC and Curtainside Trailer - generally appears to be Near 
Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer window box.  Complete with certificate no.151/155 produced. 

 £50 - £60 

2082. Tekno (Tekno Historic Club/UK Collection) 1/50 scale 1178A Scania Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer "Ralph 
Davies International Limited" (Lady Deborah), complete with certificate no.017/150 produced.  Condition does appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer window box, complete with Excellent inner foam packing. 

 £50 - £60 

2083. Tekno (Tekno Historic Club/UK Collection) 1/50 scale 5382AE/HCC Scania Refrigerated Trailer and Articulated Cab 
Unit "Lorn Freight", complete with certificate no.014/150 produced.  Condition does appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in 
Good Plus to Excellent outer window box, complete with Excellent inner foam packing. 

 £50 - £60 

2084. Tekno (Tekno Historic Club/UK Collection) 1/50 scale 1190Aa Scania Articulated Truck with Curtainside Trailer "Winton 
Transport" (Robert Doig) "Knight 'O' The Thistle", complete with certificate no.018/150 produced.  Condition does appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer window box, complete with Excellent inner foam packing. 

 £50 - £60 

2085. Tekno 1/50 scale 013090 Ab (Europe to Middle East International Transport) Articulated Truck with Curtainside Trailer 
"Astran", complete with certificate no.213/350 produced.  Condition is generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent 
outer window box and foam packaging. 

 £70 - £80 

2086. Tekno 1/50 scale 6750 DAF XF105 Articulated "Super Space" Truck and Refrigerated Trailer "Caffrey 
International - Ireland" - pale yellow/blue.  Condition appears to be Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer window 
box and inner foam packaging. 

 £60 - £70 

2087. Tekno 1/50 scale Truck and Trailer (The Irish Collection) 35/2172 Mercedes Benz Articulated Truck "Mega Space" and 
Refrigerated Trailer "Caffrey International - Ireland" - pale yellow/blue, with certificate no.160/225 produced.  Condition is 
generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer window box and Excellent inner foam packaging. 

 £80 - £90 
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2088. Tekno 1/50 scale 8 Scania Articulated Truck "Streamline" with Curtainside Trailer "Surefreight", complete with 
certificate no.206/235 produced.  Condition is generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer window box and 
Excellent inner foam packaging. 

 £60 - £70 

2089. Tekno 1/50 scale Scania Articulated Truck with Curtainside Trailer "ASG Transport - Spedition", complete with 
certificate no.164/225 produced (please note box sticker states model no.1190 "H E Payne" - possibly the wrong box for this 
model).  Condition is generally Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness - in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent outer window box and Excellent inner foam packaging (model may have been repackaged and therefore may have 
some small pieces missing, broken off or loose). 

 £50 - £60 

2090. Tekno (The Irish Collection) 1/50 scale 18 Scania Articulated Truck with Refrigerator Trailer "Kelly Freight Refrigerated 
Transport" - white/blue.  Condition appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer window box and 
inner foam packaging (please note there is no certificate with this model). 

 £50 - £60 

2091. Tekno (The Irish Collection) 1/50 scale 41 Mercedes Benz Articulated Truck "Megaspace" and Refrigerated Trailer 
"O'Donovan Transport".  Condition appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer window box and 
inner foam packaging (please note there is no certificate with this model). 

 £50 - £60 

2092. Tekno (The Irish Collection) 1/50 scale 51 Volvo FH 480 Articulated Truck and Refrigerated Trailer "Kelly Flowers" 
(Kelly European), complete with certificate no.050/175 produced.  Condition appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window box and Excellent inner foam packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

2093. Tekno (The Irish Collection) 1/50 scale 59 DAF XF 510 Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer "Hannon 
International Transport" (Irish Flower and Plant Distribution), complete with certificate no.129/200 produced.  Condition 
appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window box and Excellent inner foam 
packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

2094. Tekno (The Irish Collection) 1/50 scale 12 Scania Articulated Truck and Refrigerated Trailer "Millar 
Transport - Refrigerated Service", complete with certificate no.089/200 produced.  Condition appears to be generally Near Mint 
to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window box and Excellent inner foam packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

2095. Tekno (The Irish Collection) 1/50 scale 20 Scania 143M/450 Articulated Truck and Refrigerated Trailer "Keenan 
International Transport", complete with certificate no.135/150 produced.  Condition appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window box and Excellent inner foam packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

2096. Tekno (The Irish Collection) 1/50 scale 19 Scania 141 Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer "David McCulla and 
Sons", complete with certificate no.061/150 produced.  Condition appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
Plus to Excellent outer window box and Excellent inner foam packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

2097. Tekno (The Irish Collection) 1/50 scale 55 Scania Articulated Truck and Refrigerator Trailer "J Davies", complete with 
certificate no.140/175 produced.  Condition appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer 
window box and Excellent inner foam packaging. 

 £50 - £60 
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2098. Tekno (The Irish Collection) 1/50 scale 36 Scania R620 Articulated Truck and Refrigerated Trailer "Dixon 
International" - white/blue - generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window box and Good 
inner foam packaging (please note there is no certificate with this model). 

 £50 - £60 

2099. Tekno (The Irish Collection) 1/50 scale 28B Scania Top Line 143H/500 Articulated Truck with Refrigerated 
Trailer - deep metallic blue/white - generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window box and 
Good Plus to Excellent inner foam packaging (please note there is no certificate with this model). 

 £50 - £60 

2100. Tekno (The Irish Modern Collection) 1/50 scale 54 Scania R620 (Griffin) Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer, 
complete with certificate no.117/200 produced.  Condition appears to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent 
outer window box and Good Plus to Excellent inner foam packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

2101. Tekno (The Irish Modern Collection) 1/50 scale 53 DAF XF (AS Tronic 510) Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer.  
Condition appears to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window box and Good Plus to Excellent 
inner foam packaging (please note there is no certificate with this model). 

 £50 - £60 

2102. Tekno (The Irish Modern Collection) 1/50 scale 62 Scania (Dark Diamond) Articulated Truck and Refrigerated Trailer 
"DW Transport - Sligo", complete with certificate no.082/150 produced.  Condition appears to be Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Excellent outer window box and Good Plus to Excellent inner foam packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

2103. Tekno (The Irish Historical Collection) 1/50 scale 22 Scania 450 Top Line Articulated Truck and Refrigerated Trailer 
"Stateline", complete with certificate no.067/150 produced.  Condition appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus 
to Excellent outer window box and Good Plus to Excellent inner foam packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

2104. Tekno (The Irish Historical Collection) 1/50 scale 10 Scania 143H/450 Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer 
"Delaney International", complete with certificate no.136/175 produced.  Condition appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint in 
Good Plus to Excellent outer window box and Good Plus to Excellent inner foam packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

2105. Tekno (The Irish Historical Collection) 1/50 scale 17 Scania 143M/500 Centurion Articulated Truck and Refrigerated 
Trailer "Millar Transport International", complete with certificate no.051/250 produced.  Condition appears to be generally Near 
Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer window box and Good Plus to Excellent inner foam packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

2106. Tekno (The Irish Historical Collection) 1/50 scale 3 Scania 143M/450 Centurion Articulated Truck and Curtainside 
Trailer "Millar Transport International" - burgundy, sand/yellow, complete with certificate no.110/200 produced.  Condition 
appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer window box and Good Plus to Excellent inner foam 
packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

2107. Tekno (The Irish Historical Collection) 1/50 scale 7 Scania 143/450 Streamline Articulated Truck with Refrigerated 
Trailer "Hannon International Transport".  Condition appears to be generally Good Plus to Excellent (appears to have been 
repackaged so may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose) in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window box and 
Good Plus to Excellent inner foam packaging. (Please note there is no certificate with this model). 

 £50 - £60 
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2108. Tekno 1/50 scale Scania Articulated Truck with Curtainside Trailer "Astran/Europe - Middle East" - deep red/burgundy 
&yellow, complete with certificate no.346/500 produced.  Condition appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to 
Excellent outer window box, complete with Good Plus to Excellent inner foam packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

2109. Tekno 1/50 scale Scania Articulated Truck with Curtainside Trailer "Essex International", complete with certificate 
no.149/300 produced.  Condition appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer window box and 
Good Plus to Excellent inner foam packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

2110. Tekno 1/50 scale Scania 140 Super Rigid Truck and Trailer "Astran International/UK - Europe - Asia", complete with 
certificate no.343/500 produced.  Condition does appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer 
window box and Good Plus to Excellent inner foam packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

2111. Tekno 1/50 scale Scania 500 Top Line Articulated Trailer and Curtainside Trailer "Astran/Europe - Middle East" - red, 
yellow, complete with certificate no.208/500 produced.  Condition appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
Plus to Excellent outer window box and Good Plus to Excellent inner foam packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

2112. Ertl, Tomy and similar, a large quantity of loose plastic and diecast mainly "Thomas The Tank Engine" models 
comprising of trains, locos, coaches, goods wagons, motor vehicles and similar models along with a small amount of loose 
unboxed street furniture also possibly belonging to "Thomas The Tank Engine".  Conditions do all generally appear to be 
ranging from Fair to Good. (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

2113. Tomy, Lego, Fisher Price and similar, a small group of boxed sets to include Tomy (Tomica World) 7400 "Thomas The 
Tank Engine and Friends" Road and Rail System" (Thomas Starter Set); Fisher Price "Thomas and Friends" Bridge Expansion 
Pack; Lego Set 3862 "Harry Potter/Hogwarts"; Lego Set 3865 "City Alarm"; Lego 3843 "Ramses Pyramid along with others. 
Please note none of these sets have been checked for completeness or correctness and the Lego sets appear to be partly built.  
Also included is a quantity of hard and soft backed "Thomas The Tank Engine" books and annuals including "Gordon The Big 
Engine" by Rev. W Awdry (Thomas The Tank Engine Book Club"; "Thomas and Friends" 2003 Annual; Thomas The Tank 
Engine and Friends" Annual 2000 (Special Millennium Edition) along with others.  None have been checked for completeness 
or correctness.  Conditions all generally range from Good to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging where 
applicable. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2114. Mega Bloks, a large quantity of loose unboxed accessories belonging to two different sets comprising of Pirates of the 
Caribbean "Dead Man's Chest" loose figures, buildings etc along with a quantity of loose figures and accessories from Mega 
Bloks "Pirates" set which includes 5 x detailed plastic skulls which all open to reveal accessories such as figures, treasure 
chests etc. along with 2 x velvet/felt bags in black which includes 3602 small diorama "Hidden Loot" and brown which includes 
3601 small diorama "Pieces of Eight" along with other small loose pirate related accessories (please note none of the bags or 
skulls have been checked for completeness or correctness).  Conditions all generally appear to be Good although all are loose 
and therefore nothing has been checked.  Also included are instruction manuals and catalogues for the two different sets which 
have been named. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 
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2115. Tomy, a large quantity of "Thomas The Tank Engine" related loose accessories, sets, buildings, track and other plastic 
items comprising of Tomy (Tomica World) 7422 "Mega Set" (Road and Rail System); battery operated Road and Rail System 
"Talking Thomas Adventure Set"; Trackmaster Railway System "Super Sodor Adventure Set"; Trackmaster Motorised Railway 
Set "Thomas' Wild Ride"; Motorail and Rail Set 7587 "Engine Sheds and Turntable" along with others.  A large and interesting 
lot and is definitely worth a good sort (please note none of the sets have been checked for correctness or completeness).  Also 
in this lot is a number of instruction manuals relating to the sets named.  Conditions range from Good to Excellent. (large qyt in 
4 cardboard boxes). 

 £40 - £50 

2116. A small group of boxed games comprising of "Hangman" (Head to Head) by MB Games; "Ker-Plunk" by MB Games; 
"Ulcers" by Waddingtons along with others plus older "Tank Command" by Ideal.  Please note none of the games have been 
checked for completeness or correctness and some do look incomplete.  Conditions generally range from Poor to Good in Poor 
to Good outer boxes. (qty in 2 cardboard boxes). 

 £20 - £30 

2117. A small group of boxed/blister pack TV related collectable figures comprising of Buzz Lightyear (Talking Action Figure) 
from "Toy Story" by Thinkway (does include both wings); Talking Woody "Woody Parlant" from "Toy Story" by Thinkway along 
with bubble packed Collectors Clock "The Incredible Hulk".  Please note none of the items have been checked for 
completeness and are untested.  Conditions do generally appear Good in generally Fair to Good outer packaging. (3) 

 £25 - £30 

2118. Palitoy, Hasbro and similar, a quantity of loose Action Man vehicles, sets, uniforms and accessories to include loose 
unboxed Training Tower; loose unboxed Action Man Transport Command Vehicle along with various loose accessories 
including uniform, guns/rifles/machine guns, bazooka rocket launchers, boots, helmets and other similar accessories.  Also to 
include in this lot is loose Palitoy Action Man with flock hair and loose (Talking) Action Man with no head.  Please note nothing 
has been checked for completeness or correctness and the majority of these accessories are from Pality and Hasbro.  
Conditions range from Poor to Good. (qty in 2 boxes) 

 £30 - £40 

2119. Lledo a group of Days Gone and Promotional issues including "Tetley Tea" Van; "Rowntree's Table Jellies"; "Ovaltine"; 
"Coca Cola" 3-piece Set plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Mint boxes. (95) 

 £40 - £50 

2120. Tre Forest Mouldings a group of lead Warships including Aircraft Carrier, Battle Cruiser plus others - conditions are 
generally Fair to Good Plus - still display well. (9) 

 £70 - £80 

2121. Cragstan "Wild Wheels" a group of plastic issues including Lincoln 1941; Cord 1937; Ford 1927 and Packard 
1932 - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint, rigid perspex cases are Excellent to Near Mint, backing cards are Good Plus 
to Excellent. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

2122. US Model US-28 1947 International Stake Truck - finished in red, black with separate stake sides (please note this 
does have some small pieces loose but present) - Good to Good Plus in Good Plus to Excellent outer box. 

 £20 - £30 

2123. Solido Vanwall Racing Car - dark green, silver trim, spun hubs, figure driver, racing number 5 - Excellent Plus a lovely 
bright example in a generally Good Plus to Excellent carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 
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2124. Solido 138 Harvey Indianapolis Racing Car - red, white, racing number 82, cast hubs, figure driver - Good Plus to 
Excellent still a bright example in a Fair to Good (complete) carded picture box. 

 £30 - £40 

2125. Solido 122 Ferrari Racing Car - red body, cast spun hubs, racing number 8, figure driver - Good Plus to Excellent 
(slight discolouration to chrome bar) in a generally Good (slightly grubby) carded picture box. 

 £30 - £40 

2126. Solido 112 DB Panhard Racing Car - blue, red interior with figure driver, cast hubs, yellow, blue, white and red racing 
number 46 stripe - Excellent (very minor wear to stripe) in a Poor carded picture box. 

 £30 - £40 

2127. Solido 129 Ferrari 2.5 ltr - red body, tan interior with figure driver, wire wheels, racing number 152 - Excellent still a nice 
bright example in a generally Good to Good Plus carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

2128. Solido unboxed Cooper Racing Car - mid-green, spun hubs, figure driver, racing number 14 - Good and Mercury 55 
Mercedes Racer - silver including interior and hubs with black tyres, racing number 92 - Good. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2129. French Dinky 80c AMX Tank - green including rollers - black rubber tracks - Excellent in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow 
and red carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

2130. Matchbox Regular Wheels unboxed group to include 21a Coach "London to Glasgow" - green, metal wheels with 
crimped axles; another same a previous but 21b - grey plastic wheels with crimped axles; 23c Bluebird Dauphine 
Caravan - metallic mauve, knobbly silver plastic wheels; 2 x 40b Leyland Royal Tiger Coach - steel blue, black base and plastic 
wheels (riveted and clip-fit bases) and 74b Daimler "Esso Extra Petrol" Bus - green, black plastic wheels - conditions are 
generally Good Plus to Near Mint - see photo. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

2131. Solido 102 Maserati Racing Car - red body, cast spun hubs, silver trim, figure driver, racing number 5 - Excellent a 
lovely bright example in a Fair to Good (complete) carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

2132. Automec - unboxed pair (1) "RN" Covered Wagon - blue including ridged hubs and metal tilt and (2) unboxed Flour 
Truck - pale green cab and chassis, white back - conditions are generally Good (do have chips on edges).  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2133. Automec unboxed pair of Flour Trucks (1) pale green cab, chassis and hubs, white back with "Bulk Flour" rear label, (2) 
same as (1) - conditions are generally Good. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2134. Dandy 036 Datsun First Car - turquoise, maroon, black hood - Mint in a Good Plus window box, polystyrene tray is 
Excellent and 5 x Tomica to include F52 Packard Coupe Roadster; 60 Datsun 1 plus others - conditions appear to be generally 
Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £50 
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2135. Polistil (1/32nd scale) Racing Car group to include FK4 Honda; FK1 Matra; FK9 Brabham plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in generally Fair (complete) to Good (slightly grubby) carded picture boxes. 
(7) 

 £50 - £60 

2136. A quantity of hard and soft backed Children's Annuals and Story Books, some dating from 1960s to include "Tales of 
Brave Adventure" retold by Enid Blyton complete with dust cover; "Treasure Island" by R L Stevenson complete with dust cover; 
"Black Beauty" by Anna Sewell complete with dust cover along with annuals such as "Look and Learn 1966", "Blue Peter 
No.21", "Tony Blackburn Pop Special 2", "The Look and Learn Book of 1001 Questions and Answers".  Also to includes a 
quantity of popular soft back annuals such as "The Broons", "Oor Wullie" & "Giles".  Conditions generally range from Fair to 
Good with none being checked. (Please note due to the weight of this lot, shipping is not available and is collection only). (35) 

 £10 - £15 

2137. A quantity of hard and soft backed books comprising of music, films, football and other sports, dictionaries, general 
knowledge and similar to include The Rolling Stones "Black and White Blues - 1963"; "Chase The Fade" Music Memories and 
Memorabilia by Anne Nightingale; Movie Icons "Garbo"; Movie Icons "Grant"; The Beatles "Quote Unquote"; "Broken Music" by 
Sting along with others.  Conditions generally range from Fair to Good with no books being checked. (Please note due to the 
weight of this lot, shipping is not available and is collection only). (32) 

 £10 - £15 

2138. A large quantity of hard and soft backed books all which are all aimed at the adult reader with the majority being adult 
humour which includes "Grumpy Old Men" (A Manual For The British Malcontent); "50 Sheds of Grey" (Erotica for the Not Too 
Modern Male); "50 Sheds of Grey - 3 in a Shed"; " 5 on Brexit Island"; "Top Gears - Midlife Crisis Cars" along with others.  Also 
to include is a quantity of Ladybird (Adult) modern issue books which includes "The Hipster"; How It Works "The Dad"; "The 
Ladybird Book of the Hangover" along with others.  Interesting lot and well worth a good sort.  Conditions all generally range 
from Fair to Good with no books being checked. (Please note due to the weight of this lot, shipping is not available and is 
collection only). (qty) 

 £15 - £20 

2139. Radio Controlled Coastguard Helicopter complete with spare fuselage, charging unit and radio controller (FM 35 MHz 
4-channel).  Also included in this lot is a free instructional flight training TV DVD and 2 x sets of spare main blades.  This is an 
ideal first time indoor radio controlled helicopter ideal for beginners "So Stable It Almost Hovers Itself" and has a sticker to box 
stating "Test Flown" in August 2020 although not tested by Vectis or checked for completeness.  Condition appears to be Good 
Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial box complete with Good inner packaging. 

 £30 - £40 

2140. A pair of boxed Radio Controlled Models comprising of 1/32 scale Mercedes Benz "Actros" Truck and Box Trailer 
complete with controller along with large scale Fork Lift Truck with full function radio controller.  Conditions do generally appear 
Good Plus to Excellent although not tested or checked for completeness - in generally Good outer window boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2141. Ripmax 1/12 scale Radio Controlled (26.995 MHz) Crane Excavator with radio transmitter, charging supply and other 
accessories. Please note it does appear that this model may need rubber tracks replacing as one is split and the other worn. 
Condition appears to be generally Good to Good Plus although this has not been checked for completeness or correctness and 
is untested - in generally Fair to Good outer window box. 

 £30 - £35 
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2142. Ruby Toys 48 Scammell Flatbed Truck - green cab and chassis, red/maroon back, dark green hubs.  Condition does 
generally appear Good in generally Good Plus to Excellent lift-off lid presentation box (please note this model does appear to 
have some superficial damage i.e. paint flaking to chassis and one of the baseplate screws has been pulled through). 

 £30 - £40 

2143. Dinky Toys unboxed plastic construction "Fire Station" complete with front sliding doors (clear plastic sun roof and 
windows on both sides are intact) - a nice example that would benefit from further cleaning - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

2144. A quantity of film, music, sport and similar programmes and ephemera including photographs comprising of football 
programme England v Wales Saturday April 27 1963 complete with ticket and song sheet (schoolboy international); Harlem 
Globetrotters 1971 Show programme at Wembley complete with ticket; Military Music Pageant programme, Wembley Stadium 
1985 complete with ticket; "Humpty Dumpty" on Ice, The Empire Pool and Sports Arena, Wembley with 2 x tickets both with 
counterfoils along with other interesting items.  Also to include in this lot is 8 x "On Ice" which all took place at Wembley and 
run from 1979-1987 and all include ticket stubs (not a full run missing 1984) along with black & white and colour movie star 
photographs including Valerie Leon, Diana Rigg and others.  A really interesting lot and well worth a sort.  Conditions range 
from Fair to Good (nothing has been checked). (qty) 

 £25 - £30 

2145. Corgi, Matchbox, Vanguards and similar, a small group of boxed and unboxed mainly Commercial Vehicles comprising 
of boxed Vanguard 1/64 scale 2-vehicle Set "BRS Delivery Vans of the 1950s"; boxed Corgi Classics 10101 (British Road 
Services) ERF V-Type Dropside Lorry; boxed Corgi (Guy Warrior Series) 29201 Guy Warrior Platform Trailer "BRS British Road 
Services"; Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" Y-27B 1922 Foden Steam Wagon "McMullen and Sons Ltd" along with others.  
Also to include in this lot is 2 x tinplate models comprising of vintage Lambretta Scooter and green 1940's English Delivery Van 
chocolate tin.  Conditions range from Fair to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging where applicable.  
(11) 

 £30 - £35 

2146. Corgi, Matchbox, Oxford Diecast and similar, a quantity of mainly boxed/carded Emergency Vehicles which also 
includes a small number of unboxed models comprising of boxed Corgi 1126 Dennis Fire Engine "Simon Snorkel"; boxed 
Matchbox (Speed Kings) K-53 Hot Fire Engine "Fire Chief"; Corgi 621 Escort Van "Hertfordshire Fire Brigade"; boxed Maisto 
(Power Line) Snorkel Fire Truck (motorised) with diecast and plastic water pump; Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear Y-6 1920 
Rolls Royce "Borough Green and District Fire Engine" along with others.  Also to include is a small number of diecast and 
plastic emergency models which includes Matchbox Regular Wheels 9 Merryweather Fire Engine; Corgi Toys Land Rover 109 
WB along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to range from Poor to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good outer window 
boxes/carded blister packs where applicable (please note some packaging does appear to suffer from crushing and tearing with 
some having old price stickers attached). (26) 

 £35 - £40 

2147. Lledo, Bburago, Welly and similar a group of mainly boxed along with some unboxed diecast and plastic models to 
include Lledo 57000 1939 Ford Tanker "Shell-BP Aviation", Lledo Days Gone DG82002 1930 Ford Model A Coupe in maroon, 
Bburago 1/43rd scale Ferrari F50 in black with red seats, Bburago 1/43rd scale Ford Escort "Martini", Cararama 1/43rd scale 
Mini Cooper along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to range from Poor to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good outer 
packaging where applicable. (qty) 

 £35 - £40 

2148. Corgi, Matchbox, Vanguards and similar a boxed group of mainly Commercial vehicles comprising of a Vanguards 
1/43rd scale 2-vehicle set "Mackeson Service Vans of the 1950's and 60's", a Matchbox (The Dinky Collection) DY5-C 1950 
Ford V8 Pilot, Matchbox (The Dinky Collection) DY-6B 1951 Volkswagen, Corgi 59516 Volvo Short Wheelbase Lorry with Close 
Coupled Trailer "Eddie Stobart", Corgi TY87001 DAF 95' Curtainside Trailer "Eddie Stobart" along with others.  Please note 
there may be duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Near Mint although none have been 
checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer packaging (please note some packaging does suffer from 
crushing, also sun fading, tearing and other damage).  (24) 

 £35 - £40 
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2149. Lledo a boxed group of Circus Related vehicles and box sets comprising of AR1002 (Showmans Collection) a Burrell 
Showmans Steam Wagon and cardboard Carousel "Anderton & Rowlands" x 2, BS1002 (The Circus Collection) AEC Mammoth 
Ballast Box with Generator load and Big Top "Billy Smarts", DG110002 (The Showmans Collection) Scammell Ballast Box and 
Drawbar Trailer and Box style load "Anderton & Rowlands Superb Jungle" x 2, DG112003 Scammell Tractor with Articulated 
Low Loader and load "Anderton & Rowlands Dodgems" x 2 & DG044031 (The Showmans Collection) Scammell 6-wheeler 
"Anderton & Rowlands Waltzer" x 2.  Conditions do generally appear Good Plus to Near Mint although none have been 
checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging.  (Please note some packaging 
does suffer from slight crushing and tearing along with duplication as stated).  (9) 

 £20 - £30 

2150. Bburago a boxed group of 1/18th scale models comprising of 3302 (Gold Collection) Volkswagen New Beetle (1998), 
3025 (Diamonds Collection) a Dodge "Viper" RT/10 (1992), 3021 (Special Collection) Porsche 356B Coupe (1961), along with 
others - conditions generally appear to be Good although some models do appear to have small pieces missing, broken off or 
loose therefore none of these have been checked for completeness in generally Poor to Good outer window boxes (please note 
all of these boxes/windows do suffer from crushing/splitting and one box does have window missing).  (6) 

 £30 - £40 

2151. Bburago a boxed group of 1/24th scale models comprising of 0538 Bugatti Type 55 (1932) in burnt orange, 0513 Ford 
AC Cobra 427 (1965) in metallic purple, 1510 Ferrari 250 GTO (1962), along with others.  Conditions all generally appear 
Good although some models do appear to be loose inside packaging therefore may have some small pieces missing, broken 
off or loose in generally Poor to Fair outer window boxes (please note all of these boxes would benefit from a further clean 
along with the majority suffering from crushing and splitting along with sun fading).  (9) 

 £30 - £40 

2152. Maisto a boxed group of 1/24th and 1/25th scale models to include a 1/25th scale Volkswagen New Beetle in metallic 
green, 1/24th scale Porsche 911 "Speedster" (1989) in red with black interior, a 1/24th scale (Special Edition) Lexus Futuristic 
Concept Car, a 1/24th scale Ferrari 348-TS (1990) in blue metallic with black interior along with others.  Conditions all 
generally appear Good although some models do appear loose inside packaging therefore may have small pieces missing, 
broken off or loose and none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Poor to Fair outer window boxes 
(all these window boxes do suffer from crushing and splitting and all would benefit from a further clean due to storage).  (9) 

 £30 - £40 

2153. Ertl, Bburago, Gearbox Collectables and similar a group of boxed 1/18th and 1/16th scale models to include Ertl 
(American Muscle) 1/18th scale Boss Mustang (1970), Bburago 1/16th scale Alpine A110 1600S (1971), Gearbox Collectables 
1957 Chevy "Belair" along with others.  Conditions do generally appear Good to Good Plus although it does appear that these 
models have been repackaged therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and some actual models have 
price stickers attached in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note these window boxes do suffer from crushing 
and splitting).  (5) 

 £30 - £35 

2154. A group of boxed mixed scale models comprising of 1/24th, 1/25th and similar scale to include a Welly 1/24th scale 
2000 Opel Astra, Chad Valley Mini (Push 'n' Go friction power Mini), A Red Box 1/24th scale Volkswagen Beetle (1966) along 
with others.  Also to include in this lot is a battery-operated infra red control Renault Megane (not tested) along with a boxed 
Radio in the guise of a Lincoln 1928 Model L Convertible (not tested).  Conditions do all generally appear to range from Fair to 
Good in Poor to Fair packaging (please note nothing has been checked for completeness and some models may have small 
pieces missing, broken off or loose).  (9) 

 £20 - £30 
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2155. Corgi, Matchbox, Hot Wheels, Lledo, and similar a small group of boxed and unboxed models which also includes 
some Magazine issue Locomotives on plinths to include a Hot Wheels boxed Formula 1 Racing Car with racing decals number 
28, a Corgi boxed 471 Silver Jubilee Bus "The Queen's Silver Jubilee London Celebrations 1977", Majorette 6-vehicle box set 
"Cadbury's Collection" along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a small number of Magazine issue or similar mounted 
Locomotives comprising of a Pacific Chapelon Nord, Schools Class 220 SR, Duchess LMS & King Class GWR, along with a 
small number of unboxed diecast vehicles which includes a Matchbox Series 66 Coach "Greyhound", a Husky Aston Martin, 
along with others.  Conditions of all the boxed items do generally appear Good to Good Plus in generally Fair to Good outer 
packaging where applicable with the unboxed items appearing to be generally Fair.  Along with these items in this lot is a small 
number of collectable Train Catalogues such as Palitoy Mainline Railways OO System 1980, Hornby Railways OO Gauge 
catalogue "Ticket to Ride" 1981 and others.  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

2156. Lendulet Auto a boxed tinplate friction drive Car comprising of an E-type Jaguar Opentop in red with cast metal wheels 
and rubber tyres along with black interior and tan steering wheel.  Condition does generally appear Good in generally Good 
outer pictorial box (please note it does appear that some of the black paintwork on the interior has been retouched).  (1) 

 £20 - £30 

2157. Zylmex, Britains, Lone Star, Rami and similar a boxed group which also includes a white metal kit to include a Rami 
1/43rd scale Delage Torpedo Roadster (1932), a Britains (Motorcycles Series) 9673 Norton 850cc "Police Patrol Man", Zylmex 
Routemaster DMS588 Bus "Visitors London", NZG Magirus-Deutz Single Decker Coach (Luxusreisebus/M2000), a Lone Star 
1259 Routemaster Bus "See London by Bus" along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a boxed white metal kit by Anbrico 
and comprises of a OO Dennis 2-ton Platform Lorry (unbuilt but unchecked for completeness).  Conditions of all these models 
all generally range from Poor to Near Mint in generally Poor to Good outer packaging (please note some models do have small 
pieces missing, broken off or loose with some models having replacement decals attached and some packaging does suffer 
from severe crushing and tearing and nothing has been checked for completeness or correctness).  (26) 

 £30 - £40 

2158. Corgi, Matchbox, Dinky, Solido, Norev, Trofeu and similar a quantity of unboxed diecast and plastic models comprising 
of Military vehicles, Commercial vehicles and similar to include Dinky 37 Viceroy Coach, Trofeu 0188 Sierra RS "Cosworth", 
Corgi Toys Standard Vanguard III, Corgi Toys Austin Healey, Matchbox Jaguar XJ6, Solido AEC Double Decker RT Bus 
"London Transport", Norev 144 Triumph TR5 along with others.  Conditions do all generally range from Poor to Good with the 
majority of these being play worn and it also appears that the majority of these models do have small pieces missing, broken off 
or loose with many being incomplete. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2159. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of short cards which are all recent issues from 2010, 2011 and similar to 
include "Boss Hoss Motorcycle" (HW Main Street 11-8/10), "Twin Mill III" (Heat Fleet 12), 38/250 2009 Ford F-150, "Tail 
Dragger" (Heat Fleet 11), "Mitsubishi Eclipse Concept Car" (Thrill Racers - Raceway 11), along with others.  Please note there 
is duplication in this lot.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint on generally Good blister pack cards 
(please note the majority of these cards do suffer from crushing and some blister packs also suffer from slight crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 

2160. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of short cards which are all recent issues from 2010, 2011 and similar to 
include "Bad Bagger" (HW City Works 12), "2010 Ford Mustang GT" (Faster than Ever 11), "Boss Hoss Motorcycle" (HW Main 
Street 11), "Sting Rod II" (HW Video Game Heroes 11), along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  
Conditions do all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint on generally Good blister pack cards (please note the majority of 
these cards do suffer from crushing and some blister packs also suffer from slight crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 
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2161. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of short cards which are all recent issues from 2010, 2011 and similar to 
include "Shell Shock" (Thrill Racers - Prehistoric 12), "Technitium" (Thrill Racers - Ice 11), 112/247 66 Ford 427 "Fairlane", 
107/250 "Super Blitzen" along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions do all generally appear to be 
Near Mint to Mint on generally Good blister pack cards (please note the majority of these cards do suffer from crushing and 
some blister packs also suffer from slight crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 

2162. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of short cards which are all recent issues from 2010, 2011 and similar to 
include "63 Corvette" (Street Beasts 11), "2010 Ford Mustang GT" (Faster Than Ever 11), "Boss Hoss Motorcycle" (HW Main 
Street 11), "Cool-One" (HW City Works 11), along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions do all 
generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint on generally Good blister pack cards (please note the majority of these cards do suffer 
from crushing and some blister packs also suffer from slight crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 

2163. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of short cards which are all recent issues from 2010, 2011 and similar to 
include "Twinduction" (HW Code - Cars 12), 194/250 2012 Hot Wheels Chevy Camaro Special Edition, "Imparable" (2012 HW 
Premiere), 228/250 II Dodge Charger R/T, 107/250 "Super Blitzen" along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this 
lot.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint on generally Good blister pack cards (please note the majority 
of these cards do suffer from crushing and some blister packs also suffer from slight crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 

2164. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of short cards which are all recent issues from 2010, 2011 and similar to 
include "Split Decision" (HW Video Game Heroes 11), "Sting Rod II (HW Video Game Heroes 11), 13/250 '07 Chevy "Tahoe", 
"Bad Bagger" (HW City Works 12) along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions do all generally 
appear to be Near Mint to Mint on generally Good blister pack cards (please note the majority of these cards do suffer from 
crushing and some blister packs also suffer from slight crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 

2165. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of short cards which are all recent issues from 2010, 2011 and similar to 
include "Power Sander" (Thrill Racers - Desert 11), 131/244 "Acura NSX (HW Performance 11), 221/244 "Mitsubishi Eclipse 
Concept Car" (Thrill Racers - Raceway 11), "Nerve Hammer" (Track Stars 12), along with others.  Please note there is 
duplication in this lot.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint on generally Good blister pack cards (please 
note the majority of these cards do suffer from crushing and some blister packs also suffer from slight crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 

2166. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of short cards which are all recent issues from 2010, 2011 and similar to 
include "F1 Racer" (Track Stars 11), "Astro Punk" (2011 HW Premiere), along with others.  Please note there is duplication in 
this lot.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint on generally Good blister pack cards (please note the 
majority of these cards do suffer from crushing and some blister packs also suffer from slight crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 

2167. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of short cards and are all recent issues from around 2010, 2011 and 
similar to include "Back Slider" (HW City Works 11), 130/250 "Tarmac Attack" (Track Stars), "5 Alarm" (HW City Works 11), 
"Rennen Rig" (2011 HW Premiere), "'92 Ford Mustang" (HW Racing 11), along with others.  Please note there is duplication in 
this lot.  Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint on generally Good short card/blister packs (please note all of 
these cards do suffer from various degrees of creasing and some blisters do suffer from slight crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 
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2168. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of short cards and are all recent issues from around 2010, 2011 and 
similar to include "Twinduction" (2011 HW Premiere), "Bad Bagger" (HW City Works 12), "Fast Gassin" (HW City Works 12), 
"Tow Jam" (Thrill Racers - Highway 11), 42/250 "Proper Chopper", along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this 
lot.  Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint on generally Good short card/blister packs (please note all of these 
cards do suffer from various degrees of creasing and some blisters do suffer from slight crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 

2169. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of short cards and are all recent issues from around 2010, 2011 and 
similar to include "Nerve Hammer" (Track Stars 12), "Power Sander" (Thrill Racers - Desert 11), "Buzzerk" (HW Code Cars 12), 
"Street Cleaver" (HW Video Game Heroes 11), "'10 Ford Shelby - GT500 Super Snake" (Faster Than Ever 12), along with 
others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint on generally Good 
short card/blister packs (please note all of these cards do suffer from various degrees of creasing and some blisters do suffer 
from slight crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 

2170. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of short cards and are all recent issues from around 2010, 2011 and 
similar to include "Madfast" (Dragsterz 11), "Spin King" (2012 HW Premiere), "Swamp Buggy" (Thrill Racers - Swamp Rally 12), 
"Nitro Door Slammer" (Track Stars 12), "Ford GTX1" (Faster Than Ever 12), 163/247 "70 Chevy - Camaro RS" along with 
others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint on generally Good 
short card/blister packs (please note all of these cards do suffer from various degrees of creasing and some blisters do suffer 
from slight crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 

2171. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of short cards and are all recent issues from around 2010, 2011 and 
similar to include "Mitsubishi Eclipse Concept Car" (Thrill Racers - Raceway 11), "'69 Copo Corvette" (2011 HW Premiere), "'11 
Dodge Charger R/T" (HW Main Street 12), "'67 Chevelle SS 396" (HW Racing 11), "Volkswagen Beetle" (Heat Fleet 12) along 
with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint on generally 
Good short card/blister packs (please note all of these cards do suffer from various degrees of creasing and some blisters do 
suffer from slight crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 

2172. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of short cards and are all recent issues from around 2010, 2011 and 
similar to include "Dodge Neon" (Dragsterz 11), "Nerve Hammer" (Track Stars 12), "Fast Gassin" (HW City Works 12), 146/260 
"Rat-ified", "Hyundai Genesis Coupe" (2011 HW Premiere), 3/244 "'10 Ford Shelby GT-500 Super Snake" (2011 HW Premiere) 
along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint on 
generally Good short card/blister packs (please note all of these cards do suffer from various degrees of creasing and some 
blisters do suffer from slight crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 

2173. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of short cards and are all recent issues from around 2010, 2011 and 
similar to include "Open Road-ster" (Track Stars 12), "Ford GTX1" (Faster Than Ever 12), "Boss Hoss Motorcycle" (HW Main 
Street 11), "'12 Camaro ZL1" (2012 HW Premiere), 44/250 "Wheel Loader", "Invader" (HW Code Cars 12) along with others.  
Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint on generally Good short 
card/blister packs (please note all of these cards do suffer from various degrees of creasing and some blisters do suffer from 
slight crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 

2174. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of short cards and are all recent issues from around 2010, 2011 and 
similar to include "Power Sander" (Thrill Racers - Desert 11), "Growler" (2012 HW Premiere), "Bad Mudder 2" (HW Video Game 
Heroes 11), "Twinduction" (HW Code Cars 12), "Harley-Davidson Fat Boy" (2012 HW Premiere) along with others.  Please 
note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint on generally Good short card/blister 
packs (please note all of these cards do suffer from various degrees of creasing and some blisters do suffer from slight 
crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 
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2175. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of short cards and are all recent issues from around 2010, 2011 and 
similar to include "Tail Dragger" (Heat Fleet 11), "Open Road-ster" (Track Stars 12), "Synkro" (Thrill Racers - City Stunt 12), 
"Twin Mill III" (Heat Fleet 12), 169/247 "Amazoom" along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions 
all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint on generally Good short card/blister packs (please note all of these cards do suffer 
from various degrees of creasing and some blisters do suffer from slight crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 

2176. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of short cards and are all recent issues from around 2010, 2011 and 
similar to include "Sting Rod II" (HW Video Game Heroes 11), 73/250 "Mad Splash", "'71 Buick Riviera" (Thrill 
Racers - Prehistoric 12), "Slingshot" (Thrill Racers - Volcano 12), "Growler" (2012 HW Premiere) along with others.  Please 
note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint on generally Good short card/blister 
packs (please note all of these cards do suffer from various degrees of creasing and some blisters do suffer from slight 
crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 

2177. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of short cards and are all recent issues from around 2010, 2011 and 
similar to include "Mitsubishi Eclipse Concept Car" (Thrill Racers - Raceway 11), "Da-kar" (Thrill Racers - Jungle 11), "Nerve 
Hammer" (Track Stars 12), "Back Slider" (HW City Works 11) along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  
Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint on generally Good short card/blister packs (please note all of these cards 
do suffer from various degrees of creasing and some blisters do suffer from slight crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 

2178. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of short cards and are all recent issues from around 2010, 2011 and 
similar to include 44/250 "Wheel Loader", "Da-kar" (Thrill Racers - Jungle 11), 131/250 "Vandetta", 52/250 "Scorpedo", 54/250 
"Ratmobile", "Buzzerk" (HW Code Cars 12) along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all 
generally appear Excellent to Near Mint on generally Good short card/blister packs (please note all of these cards do suffer 
from various degrees of creasing and some blisters do suffer from slight crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 

2179. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of long cards which are all recent issues to include 200/365 "Airuption" 
(Experimotors), 177/365 "Drift Rod" (X-Raycers), 73/250 "Kool Kombi" (HW City), 195/365 "2016 Ford GT Race" (Legends of 
Speed), 1/5 "Monster Delivery Van" (Holiday Hot Rods Christmas Edition), "Bedlam" (Holiday Hot Rods Christmas Edition) 
along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good to Good Plus cards/blisters (please note some of these cards do appear to suffer from slight creasing and one 
or two may have slightly crushed blisters).  (75) 

 £50 - £60 

2180. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group of TV related recent issues to include "Power Bomb" (Marvel Spider-Man), "Drax 
The Destroyer" (Marvel Guardians of the Galaxy), "Bat Girl" (DC Super Hero Girls - Character Cars), "Power Rage" 
(Spider-Man Homecoming) along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions do all generally appear to 
be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer cards/blisters (please note some cards do suffer from slight 
crushing).  (41) 

 £40 - £50 

2181. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group of TV related issues to include "Cockney Cab II" (The Beatles Yellow Submarine), 
"Morris Mini" (The Beatles Yellow Submarine), 1/6 "Boneshaker" (Peanuts), 5/6 "Circle Tracker" (Peanuts), 4/6 "Slikt Back" 
(Despicable Me/Minion Made), 6/6 "Monster Dairy Delivery" (Despicable Me/Minion Made), along with others.  Please note 
there is heavy duplication in this lot - please see photo.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Good Plus cards/blisters (please note some cards do suffer from slight creasing along with some having old price stickers 
attached).  (52) 

 £40 - £50 
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2182. Matchbox Mattel Wheels 60th Anniversary models blister pack group to include 4 Routemaster Bus, 19 Urban Tow 
Truck, 21 Super Lift Ford F-350 Super Duty, 24 Cropmaster, along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this 
lot - please see photo.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Mint in Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (20) 

 £40 - £50 

2183. Matchbox Mattel Wheels 60th Anniversary models blister pack group to include 12 Aston Martin DBS "Volante", 19 
Urban Tow Truck, 21 Super Lift Ford F-350 Super Duty along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot - please 
see photo.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Mint in Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (20) 

 £40 - £50 

2184. Matchbox Mattel Wheels 60th Anniversary models blister pack group to include 4 Routemaster Bus, 5 Jeep "Wrangler 
Super Lift", 12 Aston Martin DBS "Volante", along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot - please see photo.  
Conditions do all generally appear to be Mint in Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (20) 

 £40 - £50 

2185. Matchbox Mattel Wheels 60th Anniversary models blister pack group to include 2 Mitsubishi Lancer "Evolution X Police 
Vehicle", 3 Quarry King, 19 Urban Tow Truck, 23 Blaze Blitzer Fire Engine, along with others.  Please note there is duplication 
in this lot - please see photo.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Mint in Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (20) 

 £40 - £50 

2186. Matchbox 60th Anniversary modern carded group to include Austin FX London Taxi (MBX Adventure City), BMW 
R1200 RT-P Police Motorcycle (MBX Heroic Rescue), Dump Dozer (MBX Construction), MBX London Bus (MBX Adventure 
City) along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus packaging.  
Please note there is duplication in this lot - see photo.  (Please note some cards do suffer from creasing and some bubbles do 
suffer from slight crushing).  (55) 

 £40 - £50 

2187. Matchbox 60th Anniversary modern carded group to include MBX-SWP Street Cleaner vehicle (MBX Adventure City), 
Terrain Trouncer (MBX Explorers), Blaze Blitzer (MBX Heroic Rescue), MBX ADV Road Tripper (MBX Construction) along with 
others.  Conditions do all generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus packaging.  Please note there is 
duplication in this lot - see photo.  (Please note some cards do suffer from creasing and some bubbles do suffer from slight 
crushing).  (55) 

 £40 - £50 

2188. Matchbox 60th Anniversary modern carded group to include Austin FX London Taxi (MBX Adventure City), Dump 
Dozer (MBX Construction), Blaze Blitzer (MBX Heroic Rescue) along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear Near Mint 
to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus packaging.  Please note there is duplication in this lot - see photo.  (Please note some 
cards do suffer from creasing and some bubbles do suffer from slight crushing).  (55) 

 £40 - £50 

2189. Matchbox 60th Anniversary modern carded group to include Austin FX London Taxi (MBX Adventure City), Dump 
Dozer (MBX Construction), Isuzu Amigo (MBX Explorers), BMW R1200 RT-P Police Motorcycle (MBX Heroic Rescue) along 
with others.  Conditions do all generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus packaging.  Please note 
there is duplication in this lot - see photo.  (Please note some cards do suffer from creasing and some bubbles do suffer from 
slight crushing).  (55) 

 £40 - £50 
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2190. Matchbox Mattel Wheels 60th Anniversary mixed group comprising of 30 x carded and 20 x blister packs to include a 
blister pack 303 Quarry King, a blister pack 19 Urban Tow Truck, blister pack 24 Crop Master, a carded Austin FX London Taxi 
(MBX Adventure City), a carded MBX London Bus (MBX Adventure City), a carded Terrain Trouncer (MBX Explorers) along 
with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot - please see photo.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging (please note some cards do suffer from slight crushing).  (50) 

 £50 - £60 

2191. Matchbox Mattel Wheels 60th Anniversary mixed group comprising of 30 x carded and 20 x blister packs to include a 
blister pack 12 Aston Martin DBS "Volante", a blister packed 19 Urban Tow Truck, a blister packed 21 Super Lift Ford F-350 
Super Duty, a carded BMW R1200 RT-P Police Motorcycle (MBX Heroic Rescue), a carded Dump Dozer (MBX Construction) 
along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot - please see photo.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging (please note some cards do suffer from slight crushing).  (50) 

 £50 - £60 

2192. Matchbox Mattel Wheels 60th Anniversary mixed group comprising of 30 x carded and 20 x blister packs to include a 
blister pack 5 Jeep Wrangler Super Lift, a blister pack 19 Urban Tow Truck, a carded MBX FRM 6000 (MBX Construction), a 
carded Dump Dozer (MBX Construction), a carded Blaze Blitzer (MBX Heroic Rescue) along with others.  Please note there is 
duplication in this lot - please see photo.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good 
Plus outer packaging (please note some cards do suffer from slight crushing).  (50) 

 £50 - £60 

2193. Matchbox Mattel Wheels 60th Anniversary mixed group comprising of 30 x carded and 20 x blister packs to include a 
blister packed 12 Aston Martin DBS "Volante", a blister packed 19 Urban Tow Truck, a blister packed 21 Super Lift Ford F-350 
Super Duty, a carded MBX SWP Street Cleaner (MBX Adventure City), MBX-ADV Road Tripper (MBX Construction) along with 
others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot - please see photo.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint 
in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging (please note some cards do suffer from slight crushing).  (50) 

 £50 - £60 

2194. Matchbox 60th Anniversary issues a modern carded group to include MBX FRM 6000 (MBX Construction), Austin FX 
London Taxi (MBX Adventure City), a Terrain Trouncer (MBX Explorers) along with others.  Please note there is heavy 
duplication in this lot - please see photo.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good 
Plus packaging (please note some cards do suffer from slight creasing).  (58) 

 £50 - £60 

2195. Matchbox 60th Anniversary issues a modern carded group to include Blaze Blitzer (MBX Heroic Rescue), MBX London 
Bus (MBX Adventure City), Dump Dozer (MBX Construction) along with others.  Please note there is heavy duplication in this 
lot - please see photo.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus packaging 
(please note some cards do suffer from slight creasing).  (58) 

 £50 - £60 

2196. Matchbox Mattel Wheels 60th Anniversary group of blister packed modern issues to include 03 Quarry King, 05 Jeep 
Wrangler Super Lift, 12 Aston Martin DBS "Volante", 19 Urban Tow Truck, along with others.  Please note there is heavy 
duplication in this lot along with two boxed models do not have card or blister pack.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus packaging (please note some card does suffer from slight creasing and corner 
wear).  (16) 

 £30 - £40 
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2197. Bburago, Maisto and similar a group of unboxed larger scale models comprising of a Maisto 1/18th scale Dodge 330 
(1963) in red, a Bburago 1/18th scale Ferrari "Testarossa" (1984) "Italia 90", a Maisto 1/18th scale Porsche Boxster, along with 
others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Fair to Good with some models appearing to have pieces missing, broken off or 
loose.  (Please note all these models would benefit from a further clean possibly due to storage).  (14) 

 £25 - £30 

2198. Brumm, Vitesse & Solido a group of unboxed Racing and Rally models comprising of a Solido 1/43rd scale Cadillac 
V16 (1931) "Cadbury's Cocoa Essence", a Brumm 1/43rd scale Formula 1 Racing Car with racing decals number 26, a Vitesse 
Lancia Delta 4WD, along with others.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good with some models appearing to have 
pieces missing, broken off or loose and all appear play worn. (29) 

 £25 - £30 

2199. Corgi, Matchbox, Hot Wheels and similar a group of unboxed diecast models which also includes a number of 
Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" models to include a Hot Wheels "Straight Pipes", a Corgi Revopak Refuse Collector, a 
Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" 1912 Ford Model T "Motor 100/Silverstone Circuit England", a Matchbox "Models of 
Yesteryear" Y-24 1928 Bugatti Type 44, along with others.  Conditions do all generally range from Fair to Good with the 
majority appearing to be play worn, along with some do appear to have small pieces missing, broken off or loose. (70+) 

 £30 - £40 

2200. Mattel Hot Wheels a group of boxed Multi-vehicle Gift Packs comprising of 4 x gift packs which all contain 9 models, 
along with 1 x gift pack which contains 20 models.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to 
Good Plus outer windowed gift pack boxes (please note one end flap to one gift pack box has been opened and slightly torn).  
(5 packs) 

 £40 - £60 

2201. Revell, Corgi, Testors and similar a small group of boxed/carded models and plastic model kits which includes a Corgi 
(Fighting Machines) "The RAF at War", a boxed Corgi (Fighting Machines) "Battle of Britain Memorial Flight", a Revell 1/32nd 
scale plastic kit "VW Buggy", a Revell 1/24th scale plastic kit "VW Beetle Cabriolet 1970", 7 x Testors 1/32nd scale plastic 
boxed Racing Car Kits which comprises of 4 x Salt Flat Racers "Dyna Moe" & 3 x Salt Flat Racers "Bonnie Buggy", along with 
others.  Conditions of the models all generally appear to range from Good to Near Mint in generally Poor to Good outer 
boxes/blister packs and conditions of the model kits are all generally in Fair to Good outer boxes (none of the model kits have 
been checked for completeness).  (15) 

 £15 - £20 

2202. Atlas Editions a boxed group (Classic Coaches Collection) which includes a Mercedes-Benz O 3500 "Reiser Reisen", a 
Burlingham Seagull "J T Whittle & Son", a Borgward BO4000 Single Decker Coach "Wanderfalke", along with others.  Please 
note all of these models apart from the three named are factory sealed therefore conditions of all these models are assumed to 
be Near Mint to Mint apart from the three open which appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer 
boxes.  Please note due to the majority of these models being still factory sealed there is a possibility of duplication. (13) 

 £40 - £50 

2203. Atlas Editions a boxed (World of Stobart) group to include Komatsu PC340 Hydraulic Excavator W122 x 2, Scania 
R560 Low Cab and Low Loader "Lily Jean" RV233, along with others.  Please note all of these models apart from the three 
named are still factory sealed.  Conditions of the three open models appear to be Good Plus to Excellent and it is assumed 
that the condition of all the factory sealed models to be Mint in generally Good outer boxes (please note due to the majority of 
these models still sealed there may be duplication).  (18) 

 £60 - £70 
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2204. Atlas Editions a boxed Eddie Stobart group to include a Scania P380/Oakley Horse Box "Ally", Scania R440 High Line 
Skeletal "Olave St Clair" (H6443), Scania Irizar PB Executive Coach "Laura Abby", Scania T Series Curtainside "Kerry Jane" 
(H777) along with others.  Please note all but one of these models is still factory sealed therefore conditions are all assumed to 
be Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer boxes (please note there is duplication in this lot).  (17) 

 £60 - £70 

2205. Atlas Editions a boxed Eddie Stobart group to include a Scania R420 "Kimberley Kate" (RV100), Scania High Line 
Horse Box (Stobart Polo Team), Volvo FH Skeletal Trailer and Container "Victoria Jade" (H4941), Volvo FH Walking Floor 
Trailer "Grace Olivia" (H8505), along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  All these models appear to be 
still factory sealed therefore conditions are assumed to be Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes. (17) 

 £60 - £70 

2206. Atlas Editions a boxed Eddie Stobart group to include a Scania P380/Oakley Horse Box "Ally" (Stobart Sport), Volvo 
FH Mobile LED Screen, Ford Cargo Curtainside Lorry "Leslie" (F210), Scania R420 "Kimberley Kate" (RV100), along with 
others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions are all assumed to be Mint as all these models are still factory 
sealed in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes. (17) 

 £60 - £70 

2207. Atlas Editions a boxed Eddie Stobart group to include Ford Cargo Curtainside Lorry "Leslie" (F210), Volvo FH Skeletal 
Trailer and Container "Victoria Jade" (H4941), Volvo FH Walking Floor Trailer "Grace Olivia" (H8505) along with others.  
Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions are assumed to be Mint as all these models are still factory sealed in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes. (17) 

 £60 - £70 

2208. Direkt Collections (Made in China) a boxed Circus related "Jean Richard Pinder" group to include Trucks, Trailer 
Caravans and similar.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint 
in generally Good to Good Plus outer boxes (please note some of these models are still factory sealed).  Also to include in this 
lot is 2 x sealed sets of "Jean Richard Pinder" full colour Postcards. (11 models) 

 £40 - £60 

2209. Atlas Editions and similar a group of Steam Locomotive models which are all mounted on wooden plinths, to include 
Henschel Wegmann 4-6-4, King Class GWR Britannia Class, LNER "Flying Scotsman" along with others.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good to Good Plus on Good wooden plinths.  Also to include in this lot is 2 x folding wooden Display 
Cases containing 18 x metal plaques and a cardboard holder which holds 20 Atlas matching booklets, which generally appear 
Good. (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

2210. Hornby, Meccano and similar a quantity of loose Railway Related items including loose 3-rail track, a Hornby Dublo 
metal construction platform, along with two Locomotives and Goods Wagons, plus two Coaches which all generally appear to 
be Poor to Fair.  Also to include in this lot is a small amount of loose Meccano accessories, along with a boxed Meccano set 
"Junior Meccano" (not checked for completeness) which all generally appear to range from Fair to Good in Fair outer packaging 
where applicable.  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

2211. 3 x Model Aircraft Engines (Diesel) comprising of (1) unboxed still connected to fuel tank, (2) a boxed "Quick Start" 
diesel engine, (3) a boxed "Irvine" diesel engine, along with a small number of loose Fuel Tanks.  Conditions do generally 
appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good outer packaging where applicable. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2212. A Soft Toy/Doll related group to include Punch and Judy Set, TY Beanie Babies, boxed Drumming Bunny (Duracell), 
plus unboxed soft toys including Teddy Bears and England Footballers, plus Noddy toys, plus others.  Conditions appear 
generally Good to Excellent. (qty) 

 £10 - £15 
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2213. Mettoy plastic push-along Albion Chieftain Tanker in National Benzole Mixture yellow with black writing along with 
tanker having a lift off lid to tank.  Condition is generally Fair (please note this does require a further clean possibly due to 
storage along with the black decals appearing to be partly scraped off - please see photo).  (1) 

 £10 - £15 

2214. Scalextric and similar a partially boxed group to include 1 x boxed Triang Scalextric Model Motor Racing Competition 
Car Series Set (model appears to be incomplete), also plus accessories such as Dunlop Champion Arch, plus Motor Play 
accessories such as car signs, Esso fuel pumps, Dunlop tyres, plus 1 x Blue Box Toys Service Station plus others.  Conditions 
appear generally Fair to Mint. (qty) 

 £10 - £15 

2215. A mainly Modelling related Magazine group to include Miniature War Game magazines, Army and Navy Model World, 
War Games, Practical War Gamer, plus 2 x Doctor Who magazines, plus Judge Dredd, Thunderbirds.  Conditions appear 
generally Fair to Near Mint. (large qty) 

 £10 - £15 

2216. An unknown manufacturer wooden Fort with wooden base on wheels play display for Fort.  Fort base display 
measures approximately 66cm x 91cm.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus. (qty) 

 £5 - £10 

2217. Onyx, Lledo, Matchbox, Herpa plus others similar a boxed group to include Matchbox Christmas Treasures 1995 Set, 
DY-1 1968 Jaguar E-type, Jaguar 22 Racing Car, Lledos including RNLI Lifeboat, plus ERTL Aircraft, plus others similar.  
Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (27) 

 £30 - £35 

2218. Meccano a 1970's Army Multi-kit Construction Set.  Parts generally appear to be Good although this does appear to 
be an incomplete set in generally Poor box, please note this kit does include instruction book and a decal sheet although not 
complete. (1) 

 £5 - £10 

2219. Alberon & The Doll Art Workshop a small group of modern Bisque Dolls to include "Shay" by The Doll Art Workshop 
along with others.  Please note some of these dolls are already on stands and they all come dressed in period costumes.  
Conditions do generally appear Fair to Good with generally Fair to Good costumes (please note the costumes and the dolls 
would all require a further clean possibly due to storage).  (5) 

 £5 - £10 

2220. Dinky a group of unboxed Double Decker Buses comprising of Routemaster Buses and Atlantean Buses and possibly 
some others.  Please note all of these Buses have been repainted and have had other work such as replacement decals, 
homemade decals, replacement tyres, rivets, hubs and other similar work.  Please note there is vast duplication in this 
lot - please see photo.  Please note as stated all of these Buses have been repainted and a lot of these Buses do have same 
or similar liveries.  This lot would definitely suit a collector or hobbyist looking for Dinky Buses to renovate.  Conditions all 
generally range from Poor to Fair. (50) 

 £40 - £50 

2221. Dinky a group of unboxed Double Decker Buses comprising of Routemaster Buses and Atlantean Buses and possibly 
some others.  Please note all of these Buses have been repainted and have had other work such as replacement decals, 
homemade decals, replacement tyres, rivets, hubs and other similar work.  Please note there is vast duplication in this 
lot - please see photo.  Please note as stated all of these Buses have been repainted and a lot of these Buses do have same 
or similar liveries.  This lot would definitely suit a collector or hobbyist looking for Dinky Buses to renovate.  Conditions all 
generally range from Poor to Fair. (50) 

 £40 - £50 
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2222. Dinky a group of unboxed Double Decker Buses comprising of Routemaster Buses and Atlantean Buses and possibly 
some others.  Please note all of these Buses have been repainted and have had other work such as replacement decals, 
homemade decals, replacement tyres, rivets, hubs and other similar work.  Please note there is vast duplication in this 
lot - please see photo.  Please note as stated all of these Buses have been repainted and a lot of these Buses do have same 
or similar liveries.  This lot would definitely suit a collector or hobbyist looking for Dinky Buses to renovate.  Conditions all 
generally range from Poor to Fair. (50) 

 £40 - £50 

2223. Dinky an unboxed group of diecast Single Decker Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Tiger Coaches, 
Observation Coaches and similar.  Please note there is vast duplication in this lot - please see photo.  All of the Buses in this 
lot have been repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade 
decals and other similar work.  As stated all of these Buses have been repainted.  This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or 
collector who is looking for Dinky Buses to renovate.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair. (50) 

 £40 - £50 

2224. Dinky an unboxed group of diecast Single Decker Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Tiger Coaches, 
Observation Coaches and similar.  Please note there is vast duplication in this lot - please see photo.  All of the Buses in this 
lot have been repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade 
decals and other similar work.  As stated all of these Buses have been repainted.  This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or 
collector who is looking for Dinky Buses to renovate.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair. (50) 

 £40 - £50 

2225. Dinky an unboxed group of diecast Single Decker Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Tiger Coaches, 
Observation Coaches and similar.  Please note there is vast duplication in this lot - please see photo.  All of the Buses in this 
lot have been repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade 
decals and other similar work.  As stated all of these Buses have been repainted.  This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or 
collector who is looking for Dinky Buses to renovate.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair. (50) 

 £40 - £50 

2226. Dinky an unboxed group of diecast Single Decker Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Tiger Coaches, 
Observation Coaches and similar.  Please note there is vast duplication in this lot - please see photo.  All of the Buses in this 
lot have been repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade 
decals and other similar work.  As stated all of these Buses have been repainted.  This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or 
collector who is looking for Dinky Buses to renovate.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair. (50) 

 £40 - £50 

2227. Dinky an unboxed group of diecast Single Decker Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Tiger Coaches, 
Observation Coaches and similar.  Please note there is vast duplication in this lot - please see photo.  All of the Buses in this 
lot have been repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade 
decals and other similar work.  As stated all of these Buses have been repainted.  This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or 
collector who is looking for Dinky Buses to renovate.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair. (50) 

 £40 - £50 

2228. Dinky an unboxed group of diecast Single Decker Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Tiger Coaches, 
Observation Coaches and similar.  Please note there is vast duplication in this lot - please see photo.  All of the Buses in this 
lot have been repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade 
decals and other similar work.  As stated all of these Buses have been repainted.  This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or 
collector who is looking for Dinky Buses to renovate.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair. (50) 

 £40 - £50 
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2229. Dinky an unboxed group of diecast Single Decker Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Tiger Coaches, 
Observation Coaches and similar.  Please note there is vast duplication in this lot - please see photo.  All of the Buses in this 
lot have been repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade 
decals and other similar work.  As stated all of these Buses have been repainted.  This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or 
collector who is looking for Dinky Buses to renovate.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair. (50) 

 £40 - £50 

2230. Corgi & Dinky an unboxed Bus group comprising of 5 x Atlantean Double Decker Buses "BP is the Key", 7 x Corgi 
"Original Omnibus" Metrobus, a Dinky "Supertoys" Vega Major Luxury Coach "National" along with others.  Please note there 
is duplication in this lot - please see photo.  Also to include in this lot is 1 x EFE Bristol Relm Single Decker Coach "United".  
Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to Good with some models having replacement decals and other slight refurbishment 
work. (18) 

 £35 - £40 

2231. Dinky Toys an unboxed group comprising of 289 Routemaster Buses with decals such as "Esso Safety Grip Tyres", 
"Schweppes" & "Tern Shirts".  Please note some of these Buses do appear to have replacement decals and other 
refurbishment work.  There is vast duplication in this lot - please see photo.  Conditions do generally range from Fair to Good. 
(20) 

 £40 - £50 

2232. Budgie Toys a group of unboxed 64-seater AEC Routemaster Buses (all the same).  Conditions generally appear to 
be Fair to Good (please note these buses do appear to have replacement decals and other slight refurbishment work).  As 
stated there is duplication as all of these buses are the same. (13) 

 £35 - £40 

2233. Dinky & Corgi a group of unboxed Commercial Vehicles comprising of a Corgi Toys Commer 3/4-ton Chassis "Police", 
Corgi Toys 420 Ford Thames Caravan, Dinky Supertoys Transmitter Van, Dinky Toys Bedford Tipper Van, along with 341 
Trailer, Dinky Toys Standard Atlas Van, along with others.  Please note there is vast duplication in this lot - please see photo.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to Fair with all of them appearing to have been repainted or various stages of paint 
stripped, along with the majority of these models do appear to have pieces missing, broken off or loose such as tyres, hubs, 
wheels, flat beds etc.  This lot would be ideal for someone who would want to renovate these models. (36) 

 £40 - £50 

2234. Dinky and similar a large quantity of loose Spare Tyres, some black and some white/cream with some being boxed in 
yellow Dinky boxes 091, along with a large number of spare black tyres which have been bagged.  Also to include in this lot is 
a small number of metal constructed Figures possibly Dinky or similar.  This lot is definitely worth a sort and would suit 
anybody looking for spare tyres.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good with nothing being checked. (large qty) 

 £20 - £30 

2235. A quantity of loose Modelling or Model Workshop items including a large quantity of Humbrol tinned Paints along with a 
"Flames of War" paint set (British), a boxed "Flames of War" paint set (US), along with other interesting paints including acrylic, 
enamel and other similar items, along with a small quantity of loose and bagged modelling Scenic Accessories including trees, 
walls, hedges, walls and fields, along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a small number of sealed, bagged modelling 
accessories/cardboard cut-out models including "Grid War" an Italian Village Buildings A along with grass fields, a bagged "Grid 
War" Hedges, Walls and Fields Set, along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a polystyrene modelling base which 
appears to be possibly a World War I Trench in green landscape.  Please note this is definitely worth a good sort and would 
definitely suit a modeller (please note some of the tinned paints have been opened and used therefore it is impossible to say 
how much paint is left in each tin).  Due to the nature of this lot shipping is not available, therefore collection only.  (qty) 

 £20 - £25 
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2236. A quantity of modern Military and similar Clothing and Equipment to include a small quantity of "Officers Garrison 
Caps" (Berets) which are modern issue, a pair of plastic Binoculars (10 x 50 strength), a Monocular (2-60 x 60) complete with 
carry case and stand, a Military what appears to be Fighter Pilot Helmet or similar which is modern issue and unverified to be 
authentic, a Safety Helmet "John Deere" with pull down visor, along with clothing such as a green Bomber Jacket with orange 
lining, a camouflaged "Cross Hatch" Jacket and other interesting items.  Conditions all generally appear to be worn/used and 
all appear to be generally Good. (qty in 2 large boxes) 

 £30 - £40 

2237. A large quantity of Modelling and Hobbyist Magazines to include Scale Aviation Modeller, Combat Aircraft Monthly, Air 
Forces Monthly, Military Modelling and other really interesting magazines, along with a small number of Catalogues which 
includes Forces of Valor 2005, Trumpeter 2008 & 2009, Airfix 2009, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Good 
although no magazine has been checked.  Please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection 
only. (large qty in 2 large plastic tubs) 

 £10 - £15 

2238. A quantity of War Gaming Magazines and Books to include "Tank War" (War Lord Games) a hardback book "Nam 
1965 to 1972" the Vietnam War Miniatures Game "Battlefront", a sealed "Flames of War" war gaming book set which is entitled 
"Bulge" (Watch on the Rhine September 1944 to February 1945).  This is a supplement for Flames of War, The World of War 2 
Miniatures Game and details "Battle of the Bulge" & "The Ardennes Offensive", 2 x boxed GMT Games "Downtown - Air War 
Over Hanoi, 1965 to 1972 which both contain scenario books, play dice, cardboard pieces and everything else related to this 
war game series, along with others.  Also to include in this lot as mentioned is a large quantity of Magazines related to war 
games and war gaming such as War Games Illustrated, Miniature War Games and similar.  Conditions all generally appear 
Good although nothing has been checked for completeness or correctness.  Please note due to the weight of this lot shipping 
is not available, therefore collection only. (large qty in 2 plastic containers) 

 £20 - £30 

2239. A quantity of PC CD-ROM Military Games to include Wings Over Vietnam, Vietnam Attack Pack, The Dam Busters, 
Battlefield Vietnam, along with others.  Please note none of these games have been checked for completeness or correctness 
and none have been tested.  Also to include in this lot is a small quantity of DVD's all relating mainly to War to include a 6-DVD 
box set "Battlefield the Complete History of Vietnam's Key Battles" Series 3, "Royal Navy at War in Colour" a Sailor's View, 
"Wings Over Vietnam" the Missions which is a 2-DVD set, along with others.  Conditions of these all generally appear Good 
although none have been checked or tested.  Please note there is duplication in this lot. (qty) 

 £15 - £20 

2240. A quantity of hardback and softback Military Related Books to include a hardback book "The Civil War" (an illustrated 
history) by Geoffrey C Ward, hardback book "A-10 Thunderbolt II" (The Warthog Ground Attack Aircraft) by Peter C Smith, a 
hardback book "F-105 Thunderchief" (Wing and Squadron Histories) by James Geer, The Mega Book of Weapons and 
Warfare, The Mega Book of Tanks, The Mega Book of Combat Aircraft, a softback book "General Dynamics F-111" (A 
Comprehensive Guide), a softback book "Big Bombers" by Robert F Dorr, along with others.  This really is an interesting lot of 
military books and military history books and is definitely worth a good sort.  Please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is 
not available therefore collection only.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good although none have been checked. (qty in 2 
large plastic tubs) 

 £20 - £30 

2241. Triang Scalextric F/303 Starter on Rostrum complete with chequered flag and pull string - Good Plus in a Good original 
card box. 

 £10 - £15 

2242. A Motorbike Magazine group to include Dirt Bike Rider magazines, Men's Health, MDR Hardware and others a 
magazine group, mainly from 2012 up to approximately 2017.  (approx 56) 

 £5 - £10 
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2243. Corgi 00802 "Fawlty Towers" Austin 1300 Estate - red with "Basil Fawlty" figure in rare "Farty Towels" window box.  
Condition does generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window box. (1) 

 £80 - £100 

2244. Corgi 00802 "Fawlty Towers" Austin 1300 Estate - red with "Basil Fawlty" figure in rare "Warty Towels" window box.  
Condition does generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window box. (1) 

 £80 - £90 

2245. Corgi 00802 "Fawlty Towers" Austin 1300 Estate - red with "Basil Fawlty" figure in rare "Fatty Owls" window box.  
Condition does generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window box. (1) 

 £80 - £90 

2246. Corgi 98751 "Chitty Chitty Bang Bang" 20th Anniversary issue 1967 to 1992 with "Caractacus Potts, Truly 
Scrumptious, Jeremy and Jemima" figures which generally appears to be Excellent to Near Mint and comes complete with 
wooden display plinth, with plaque, blue representation box and booklet.  This also comes with correct blue and yellow window 
box with inner plastic cloud and carded display, all packaged in generally Good Plus to Excellent. (1) 

 £60 - £70 

2247. Corgi & Lledo a boxed group of models which also includes some multi-vehicle Gift Sets to include a Corgi D47/1 "The 
Bash Street Kids" which comprises of a Morris J Van and an AEC Bus, a Corgi D14/1 "The Dandy/Beano" 2-vehicle gift set, a 
Corgi 98755 "The Hotspur" boxed gift set, a Corgi "Desperate Dan - Corky the Cat" 2-vehicle gift set, along with others.  Also to 
include in this lot is a small number of Lledo Days Gone promotional models comprising of LP10A/01A Dennis Single Decker 
"Thorpe Hall School 1935 to 1985 School Golden Jubilee" (DG base 500 produced 1985/The first promotional LP10 produced), 
LP6A/02A Model T Van "W Haydon 1885 to 1985" along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus gift boxes/window boxes. (14) 

 £35 - £40 

2248. Matchbox a boxed group of diecast models which comprises of a 5-vehicle box set "40th Anniversary Collection" which 
comprises of 1 Steam Roller, 4 Tractor, 7 Horse Drawn Milk Float, 9 Fire Engine & Double Decker Bus, a CY16 Scania Box 
Truck "Merry Christmas - MICA Members 1988", Matchbox Series 5 London Bus "Visco-Static" (please note Bus on front box 
states "Long Life", Y-22 Ford Model A Van 1930 "Maggi's" in presentation box, MB17 "M.I.C.A. Commemorative Bus" along 
with others.  Also to include in this lot is a small number of collectors Magazines along with a collectors Book to include "The 
Yesteryear Book 1956 to 1993", a small number of UK Matchbox Club magazines and a small number of Corgi Collector and 
Lledo Calling magazines.  Conditions of all the models generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for 
correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging, along with generally Good magazines/book although not checked. 
(17 boxed models & a number of magazines) 

 £30 - £35 

2249. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group comprising of maroon boxes, special editions and woodgrain boxes to 
include Y-13 1918 Crossley Tender "RAF" x 3, Y-8 1914 Stutz Roadster, Y5-C 1930 Leyland Titan TD1 "MICA for Collectors of 
Matchbox", Y-19 Special Edition 1905 Fowler Showmans Engine along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  
Conditions all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although nothing has been checked for completeness or correctness in 
generally Good outer window boxes (please note some window boxes do suffer from slight crushing).  Also to include in this lot 
is 4 x unboxed Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" models which includes Y-1 1936 SS100 Jaguar, Y-9 1912 Simplex along with 
two others.  Conditions of these unboxed models generally appear Good although they do appear to have some small pieces 
missing, broken off or loose. (13) 

 £35 - £40 
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2250. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group of models comprising of straw and maroon window boxes to include 
Y-21 1927 Ford A, Y-20 1937 Mercedes-Benz 540K, Y-12 1922 Ford Model T "Harrods Express Delivery", Y-14 1931 Stutz 
"Bearcat", Y-27 1922 Camion Avapeur Foden "Hovis" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Good Plus to 
Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness and there may be duplication in this lot. (47) 

 £40 - £50 

2251. Gibsons Luxury boxed Jigsaws group to include jigsaws such as "Mud Stock", "Memory Lane - Our House 1970's", 
"Vintage Ice-Cream/Walls", "Vintage Marmite Puzzle" along with others. The majority of these boxes are still sealed therefore 
assumed to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good 
Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid boxes.  (23 in 2 boxes) 

 £30 - £35 

2252. A large quantity of boxed Jigsaw Puzzles by Falcon Deluxe, Jumbo, Ravensburger, Schmid and other makers to 
include Jumbo 1000-piece Comic Puzzle "Farm Visit", Jumbo 1000-piece Comic Puzzle "The Cattle Market", Falcon Deluxe 
1000-piece "An Afternoon in the Bookshop", Ravensburger 1000-piece "Haberdashery Heaven", Ravensburger 1000-piece 
"Golf Safari" along with others. Please note the majority of these boxes are still sealed therefore contents are assumed to be 
Near Mint to Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer 
pictorial lift off lid boxes.  (27 in 3 boxes) 

 £30 - £35 

2253. Corgi Chipperfields a boxed set of 12 models to include 97887 Bedford O Articulated Horse Box, 97885 Scammell 
Highwayman Trailer and Caravan, 97915 Scammell Highwayman with 2 Trailers, 97888 Foden Closed Pole Truck with Caravan 
along with others. Also to include in this in this lot is a Multi Vehicle Chipperfield Set 31703 which comprises of a land Rover, 
Morris Minor Pick-up, Thames Trader and AEC Fire Engine. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid boxes.  (13) 

 £90 - £100 

2254. Corgi a boxed group of Commercial Vehicles to include CC13813 (Hauliers of Renown) Mercedes Benz Actros boxed 
Trailer (Rawlings Transport), EX 70207 Berliet GLR Fruehauf Trailer "La Poste", 30308 Thames Trader Box Van "Fox's Glazier 
Mints", 97092 Bedford Pantechnicon (Chipperfield Circus) "Billy Smee Wardrobe", 13901 (Famous Hauliers Around Britain) 
Foden S21 Mickey Mouse 8-wheel Platform Lorry in canvas "Bassett Roadways" along with others. Conditions do all generally 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good Plus to Excellent 
outer pictorial boxes (please note some of these boxes do have old price stickers attached).  (10) 

 £50 - £60 

2255. Dinky (Atlas/Norev Editions) & Matchbox a small boxed group to include Dinky Supertoys (Atlas) 943 Leyland Octopus 
Tanker "Esso", Dinky Supertoys (Atlas) 920 Guy Van "Heinz", Dinky Toys (Atlas/Norev) 197 Morris Mini-Traveller along with 
others. Also to include in this lot is 3 x boxed Matchbox Models comprising of "Models of Yesteryear" Y31-B 1931 Morris 
Courier "Weetabix" & Matchbox (Convoy) CY-24 "Bassetts Liquorice Allsorts" & Matchbox (Convoy) CY-24 "Bassetts Jelly 
Babies". Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Excellent outer packaging.  (9) 

 £40 - £45 

2256. Atlas, Corgi, Lledo, Schuco and similar a quantity of mainly unboxed but does include some boxed models comprising 
of a fair few on plastic plinths and includes a boxed Schuco (Junior Line Mini Cooper), boxed Lledo Horsedrawn Delivery Van 
"Ringtons Tea", a unboxed Corgi Aston Martin DB5 along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Excellent in 
Good outer packaging where applicable (please note some of these models so appear to have some small pieces missing, 
broken off or loose). Also to include in this lot is 2 x Magazine Binders which both hold a number of magazines entitled "Fighter 
Aircraft" along with a small number of A5 size Railway Magazines entitled "Modern Tramway". Conditions of these magazines 
all generally appear to be Good although not checked.  (qty) 

 £25 - £30 
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2257. Corgi, Bburago and similar a small quantity of Comic related and TV related models/gift sets to include Corgi D47/1 
2-vehicle gift set "The Bash Street Kids/Minnie the Minx", Corgi (Corgi Comic Classics) 987f57 Volkswagen Van "The Skipper", 
Corgi 2-vehicle set (Corgi Comic Classics) "Desperate Dan/Corky the Cat" along with others. Also to include in this lot is a 
Bburago 1/24th scale 2-vehicle Formula 1 Set (Disney Collection) which comprises of a blue and yellow Formula 1 vehicle 
"Donald Duck" & a black and silver Formula 1 model "Mickey Mouse" along with 2 x TV Related boxed models comprising of 
1/64th scale Batboat (Johnny Lightning) & 1/64th scale Batgyro (Johnny Lightning). Conditions all generally appear to be Good 
Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer packaging.  (10) 

 £30 - £40 

2258. A group of boxed 007/James Bond related models comprising of CC85701 "For Your Eyes Only" Citroen 2CV, 
TY06801 "Goldfinger" Rolls Royce & CC04704 "For Your Eyes Only" Lotus Esprit Turbo. Conditions do generally appear Good 
although one model does appear loose inside box in generally Good outer window boxes (one model have old price sticker 
residue to front).  (3) 

 £20 - £30 

2259. Corgi, Guiloy, Brumm, Matchbox, Rami and similar a small group of boxed and carded models to include Corgi No.41 
1902 State Landau "The Queen's Silver Jubilee 1977", Guiloy (Camion Multiple) a Truck/Trailer "Dodge Trucks", Matchbox 73 
Model Ford A, Brumm (Revival Series) 1929 Darmont Cycle Car R4 along with others. Also to include in this lot is one unboxed 
Guiloy Trailer "Dodge Trucks" (missing truck). Conditions all generally appear Good to Good Plus although some models do 
appear loose inside boxes therefore may have some small pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer window 
boxes/card/blister packs.  (10) 

 £30 - £50 

2260. Corgi & Oxford a pair of boxed Military Aircraft comprising of Corgi 1/72nd scale "Aviation Archive" (WW2-Battle for the 
Low Countries) a Junkers JU88A-5 "Adler Geschwader", Finland 1941-42 & Oxford "Frontline Fighters" (Oxford Aviation Series) 
1/72nd scale AC025 Fairey Swordfish. Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good 
Plus outer packaging.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2261. Atlas Editions a boxed Military group comprising of x 13 "Giants of the Sky" Military Aircraft twin aircraft sets to include 
3909014 North American Mustang P-51K & Heinkel HE162A-2 "The Race for Berlin 1945", 3909008 De Havilland Mosquito FB 
VI/Kawasaki Hien "Burma Bridge Busters", 3909004 The Hawker Tempest V/Messerschmitt ME262 "The Defeat of Germany" 
along with others. Also to include in this military lot is 8 x Atlas Editions boxed Warships to include HMS Hood, Bismarck, HMS 
Prince of Wales, HMS Ark Royal along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally 
Good to Good Plus outer packaging (please note 12 of the Atlas Giants of the Sky are missing outer mailer boxes therefore 
polystyrene packaging and top numbered lids only, also models are unchecked for completeness or correctness).  (21) 

 £40 - £50 

2262. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of Commercial vehicles comprising of Double Decker Buses, Vans and similar to include 
model RM12 Double Decker Bus in red "South Wales", RM023 Double Decker Bus in cream and burgundy "Kentish Bus", 
CIG16 Delivery Van "Anchor Cigarettes", 022T Coal Merchant Delivery Van "Co-operative Coach" along with others. Conditions 
do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer dark blue/light blue window boxes.  
(72) 

 £30 - £40 

2263. Oxford Diecast a boxed group to include C008 Delivery Van "Oxford Diecast Christmas 1998", 017G Delivery Van 
"Tesco Fresh Milk", 051TG Delivery Van "Hearing Dogs for Deaf People", RM10 Double Decker Bus in green "London Country" 
along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for correctness in generally 
Good to Good Plus outer window boxes.  (64) 

 £30 - £40 
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2264. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of Multi Vehicle Sets (Mini-Classics Series) which all comprise of 3 x vehicles with 
different themes/liveries to include Set No.1 "The Southern Collection", Set No.7 "Malta Collection", Set No.12 "L.N.E.R" along 
with others. Conditions of all these models do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although some models do appear 
loose inside packaging in generally Good outer clear cellophane/perspex boxes complete with cardboard base and 
backgrounds.   (14) 

 £35 - £40 

2265. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of models which mainly appear to be the Red & Green Christmas Models along with a 
small number of blue and silver Platinum Models comprising of Haulage, Commercials, Road Show and similar to include 
LAN180007 1/43rd scale (commercials) Christmas 2010 Land Rover, SP133 1/76th scale "Haulage" Christmas 2017 Albion 
Victor Box Van, 1/76th scale 76SP008 (Oxford Platinum 2013) Scammell Pioneer, HA020 1/43rd scale (Oxford Platinum 2010) 
Bedford HA Van along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent outer rigid perspex cases.  (17) 

 £40 - £50 

2266. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of mainly 1/176th scale which also includes some multi vehicle sets to include 
76LTR001 (Oxford Commercials) Rover Leyland Car Transporter, 76MH004 (Oxford Commercials) Mechanical Horse Van & 
Trailer "LNER Express Parcels Service", 3-vehicle set "Triple Mini Set" (under license from BMW AG), DAF 03CS Truck with 
Curtainside Trailer "Prestons of Potto" along with others. Also to include in this lot is 2 x boxed models which are in black 
presentation boxes which includes MV001 Morris Minor Van (1st Issue) which is No.892 of 3400 along with a Delivery Van 
"Oxford Diecast 1000 Years 1993 to 2003". Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to 
Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases/window boxes (please note the window box on the Triple Mini Set does suffer from severe 
crushing). 

 £40 - £50 

2267. Corgi, Dinky Toys (Norev/Atlas) & Vanguards a small group of boxed Commercial Vehicles comprises of Buses, 
Lorries along with Motor Vehicles comprising of OM41401 (Original Omnibus) ROE Trolleybus "Teesside Railless Traction 
Board" x 4, Vanguards 1/64th scale Thames Trader "Co-op/Drinka Pinta Milka Day!", Vanguards 1/43rd scale VA27003 Rover 
2000 in willow green, Corgi CP99116 Royal Mail Gift Set & Corgi CP99136 Royal Mail Gift Set "The Classic 70's Collection" & 
Corgi 99CP 99136 Royal Mail Gift Set "The Classic 60's Collection", Dinky Toys (Norev/Atlas) 482 Bedford 10-cwt Van "Dinky 
Toys", Dinky Toys (Norev/Atlas) 111 Triumph TR2 Sports, Dinky Toys (Norev/Atlas) 555 Ford "Thunderbird & Dinky Toys 
(Norev/Atlas) 49d Petrol Pump Set "Esso". Please note there is duplication as stated in this lot. Conditions do generally appear 
to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging.  (12) 

 £40 - £50 

2268. Corgi, Lledo and similar group of boxed diecast models which also includes some multi vehicle sets comprising of 
Oxford Diecast 2-vehicle Bus Set "Classic Buses Collection" which comprises of a 1956 AEC Bus & 1912 AEC Bus, Lledo 
3-vehicle Gift Set "Co-op Fresh Milk/2001 Limited Edition" which is certificate No.3947, Lledo 3-vehicle Gift Set "Co-op Dairy 
"Millennium Collection", Lledo DG091007 Foden Steam Wagon "Eddie Stobart Limited", Corgi 61218 (Motoring Memories) 
"Great Western Railway" along with others. Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good 
Plus to Excellent outer packaging/window boxes.  (39) 

 £35 - £40 

2269. Oxford Rail (OO Gauge Railways) a boxed group of OO Gauge 1/76th scale Goods Wagons comprising of 
0R76MW7002 No.10 Leamington Priors Gas Open Goods Wagon, OR76CAR002B LNER Cattle Wagon (E156266), 
OR76MW7008, 336 John Blindelle black vein Steam Pontypool Mineral Wagon (7-plank), OR76MW7009 1226 Shirebrook 
Colliery Mansfield Mineral Wagon (7-plank) along with others. Conditions do generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes.  (11) 

 £70 - £80 
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2270. Oxford Rail (OO Gauge Railways) & Hornby a boxed group of OO Gauge/1/76th scale Goods Wagons/Rolling Stock to 
include Hornby R6404A 6-wheel Milk Tank Express Dairy (44190), Hornby R6417 Departmental ZCV "Clam" (DB973108) x 2, 
Oxford Rail OR76MW7001 Open Goods Wagon 95 Fear Bros (Staines), along with others. Also to include in this lot is a Oxford 
Rail Triple Wagon Pack OR76MW7016 which comprises of 3 x BR weathered grey wagons - 7-plank wagons (P75662/P 
98402/P 162491). Conditions do generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window 
boxes.  (11) 

 £70 - £80 

2271. Oxford Rail (OO Gauge Railways) a boxed pair of OO Gauge/1/76th scale models comprising of OR76N7002 N7 
Loco - LNER N7 0-6-2 (No.8011) & OR76AR001 BR Late (30583). Conditions do generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Excellent to Near Mint outer window boxes complete with Good Plus to Excellent cardboard slip sleeves.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

2272. Franklin Mint Rolls Royce Car pair comprising of 1921 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost with specially fitted copper coloured 
body & 1925 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost, grey/black and does appear to have one side light loose although present. Conditions 
do generally both appear to be Good to Good Plus although these models may have been out on display at some point 
therefore are unchecked for completeness as they may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose - please see photo in 
generally Good outer cardboard packaging with Good inner polystyrene packaging (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2273. Franklin Mint a group of 1/24th scale models comprising of 1948 MG TC in red with beige soft-top and interior, Jaguar 
SS100 in cream with brown/tan interior & Rolls Royce "Silver Ghost" in silver with green interior. Conditions do generally appear 
to be Good although these models do appear that they may have been on display at some point therefore may have small 
pieces missing, broken off or loose and none have been checked for completeness in generally Fair outer cardboard packaging 
along with Good inner polystyrene packaging (please note these models would benefit from a further clean). Also to include in 
this lot is a perspex dome shaped display case with a metal plaque stating 1907 Rolls Royce "The Silver Ghost" which would 
could accompany the Rolls Royce model in this lot. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

2274. Franklin Mint pair of boxed 1/16th or similar scale models which comprises of 1913 Ford Model T in black with gold trim 
and black soft top & 1905 Rolls Royce "Little Sue" in green with gold trim and black leather interior/seats. Conditions both 
generally appear Good to Good Plus although none of these have been checked for completeness in generally Poor to Fair 
outer packaging with Good polystyrene inner packaging (please note these 2 models would benefit from a further clean.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2275. Franklin Mint pair of 1/24th scale Rolls Royce Models comprising of Rolls Royce "Tourer" in cream/white with gold trim 
and tan soft-top along with a Rolls Royce "Phantom I" in blue/black. Condition does generally appear Good although they do 
appear to have been possibly on display at some point therefore these models may have small pieces missing, broken off or 
loose and none have been checked for completeness. These models come in generally Fair outer cardboard boxes complete 
with Good inner polystyrene packaging. (Please note the Rolls Royce "Tourer" model does appear to have a side headlight 
broken off although is still present).  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2276. Franklin Mint a group of boxed 1/24th scale Rolls Royce Models which comprises of Rolls Royce "Corniche" IV in white 
with silver trim, Rolls Royce "Silver Cloud I" in metallic silver and black & a Rolls Royce "Silver Seraph" (1998). Condition of 
these models generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although not checked for completeness in generally Fair outer 
cardboard boxes complete with Good inner polystyrene packaging (please note these models do appear to have possibly been 
on display at some point therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose). (3) 

 £40 - £50 
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2277. Danbury Mint "The Classic British Motor Car Collection" group of pewter models which includes 19321 Daimler 
double-six, 1936 Alvis Speed 25, 1930 Bentley Barnato along with others. These models do come with accompanying Danbury 
Mint information cards along with some literature. Conditions do generally appear Good although some models do appear to 
have some small pieces missing, broken off or loose.  (12) 

 £30 - £40 

2278. Corgi, Lledo, Matchbox and similar a small group of mainly boxed models which also includes some unboxed models 
along with 2 x special edition display case sets to include a Lledo 15th Anniversary Commemorative Wall Display (1982-1997) 
with certificate No.0599 which is wooden and glass constructed, a Matchbox (Models of Yesteryear) "Connoisseurs Collection" 
boxed display case set which is a limited number of 1339 and includes a 1911 Ford T Tourer, 1909 Opel 4/8HP Coupe, 1910 
Benz 14/30HP Landaulet along with others. This set does come complete with foam packaging and perspex lid with key. Also to 
include in this lot as stated is a small number of boxed and unboxed models comprising of Corgi Box C537 Escort Van "RAC 
Rescue Service", Lledo Days Gone 32002 1907 Rolls Royce "Silver Ghost", Lledo Days Gone 046001 4.5 litre Bentley with 
racing decals No.2 in racing green along with others. Also to include in this lot is a small wooden construction wall mounted 
display case which is made to house 15 small model vehicles along with a small number of model collector magazines. 
Conditions all generally range from Fair to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes/display cases where 
applicable (please note none of these models have been checked for completeness or correctness).  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2279. Bburago & Maisto a small group of unboxed mixed scale vehicles which includes a Bburago 1/18th scale Jaguar 'E' 
(1961), Bburago 1/20th scale Mercedes Benz 500K "Roadster" in red (1936), Bburago 1/24th scale Bugatti (1991), Maisto 
1/24th scale Jaguar XJ220 along with others. Conditions do generally appear Good although all these models would benefit 
from a further clean and none have been checked for completeness or correctness and some may have small pieces missing, 
broken off or loose.  (8) 

 £20 - £25 

2280. A group of AA related items comprising of Badges, Figures and other AA memorabilia along with a small quantity of 
mainly unboxed Corgi, Dinky and similar models to include a boxed AA Patrol and Sentry Patrol Man and Sentry Box which is 
handmade by Gerry Ford, a boxed brass AA Badge complete with wooden plinth (1906 to 1911) commemorative edition in 
commemorative box, a loose unboxed AA Badge in chrome and yellow with mounting screws (Serial No.5A26315), unboxed 
limited edition square AA Badge (AA Centenary 1905 to 2005) which comes with a certificate No.0216), a boxed group of AA 
Patrol Men handmade by Gerry Ford Design which comes with certificate No.155 (this set is supposed to have 4 figures but 
only includes 3) and 3 loose small AA related pin badges. Also to include in this lot as stated is a group of mainly unboxed 
diecast vehicles all AA related to include Dinky Bedford Van, Corgi Ford Transit Van, Corgi Bedford 12-cwt Van along with 
others. Conditions of all the badges and figures do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer 
presentation boxes along with Fair to Good unboxed diecast vehicles (please note some of these vehicles appear to be have 
been repainted).  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2281. Danbury Mint a cased display set of "Badges of World Greatest Motor Cars" which comprises of 25 Motor Car 
Emblems for the National Motor Museum at Beaulieu which includes badges such as Bentley, Bugatti, Cadillac, Maserati, 
Lotus, Oldsmobile and other marques. Each of these badges are highly detailed enamel badges and all come mounted on a felt 
baize inside a wooden display box/case which is also fitted with a protective perspex sheet which has each title of each badge 
printed in gold colour to the front. Along with this comes all the accompanying paperwork including a Book, Certificate and other 
interesting ephemera. This is a really nice stylish set and is fast becoming very collectable. Please note the certificate number 
for this collection is 000433. Condition does generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer 
wooden display case and comes packaged in a Good outer mailer box complete with inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £90 - £100 

Tinplate & Plastic 
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2282. Sutcliffe "Chris-Craft Special Race Boat" - late production tinplate clockwork produced for the Windermere Steam Boat 
Dock Museum, issued by Chris-Craft of Florida, USA, no key but motor is in working order, with rudder and propeller - Near 
Mint in plain card box, with some literature. 

 £100 - £150 

2283. Sutcliffe "Comet" tinplate clockwork Speedboat - powder blue, together with "Tiger" tinplate clockwork 
Speedboat - blue, white deck, no key and both clockwork motors need attention but each boat still has its rudder and propeller 
otherwise Good for display. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2284. Sutcliffe Models, a group of tinplate, clockwork Boats to include Torpedo Boat, Pilot Boat and Speedboat together with 
Cabin Cruiser - some lack rudders and only the cabin cruiser has a working clockwork motor otherwise a Fair basis for some 
restoration. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

2285. Sutcliffe Pilot Boat "Jupiter" - lacks some deck fittings but motor is in working order.  Also included Triang or similar 
tinplate Yacht - wood mast and sails are present but need re-attaching. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2286. Sutcliffe Boats Shop Display Stand - scarce example, constructed from thick metal wire with "Sutcliffe Boats - World 
Famous Models" transfer to header board, can be folded flat for storage, 14"/36cm high - generally Good. 

 £50 - £70 

2287. Sutcliffe, a pair of tinplate clockwork Submarines - finished in turquoise, cream, red trim - both motors require attention 
and each lacks rubber bung and periscope although the rudder and propellers are present - otherwise Fair to Good for display. 
(2) 

 £40 - £60 

2288. Sutcliffe, JEP and other tinplate boats suitable for restoration - to include Sutcliffe Battleship Hull - two-tone grey, rusty 
clockwork motor is still in working order with propeller and rudder, lacks removable superstructure section.  Also includes Wells 
or similar British Hydro Jet, JEP (France) Speedboat - both motors require attention, together with simplistic motor boat with hot 
air engine - a Fair basis for some restoration. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

2289. CK Toys (Karamochi Toys of Japan) 1930s tinplate Submarine - scarce example finished in grey, black trim, white 
superstructure, fitted with gyro motor although handle is not quite engaging through wear, but does include rear flag, rudder and 
propeller, metal stand detached but present - Good Plus for display, 13"/33cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

2290. Hornby Speed Boats "Swift" - pre-war tinplate clockwork speed boat - no key but motor is in Good working order with 
brake, rudder and propeller. 13"/34cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

2291. Hornby Speed Boats "Racer II" - powder blue with white deck and dark blue trim, lacks part of windscreen and rubber, 
motor winds but spring requires attention otherwise Fair. 

 £30 - £40 

2292. Hornby Speed Boat circa 1930s - repainted example to a good standard - yellow, white, black trim, no key but motor is 
in working order, with rudder and propeller. 

 £30 - £50 
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2293. Star Yachts (Birkenhead, UK) wooden Pond Yachts of assorted sizes - varying between 2 x blue and green, 12"/31cm 
models down to 5"/13cm example - unchecked for completeness but all appear to have masts and sails, together with 
homemade wooden stand - overall Good for display. (5) 

 £40 - £50 

2294. FROG 349 Marine Diesel Engine - unchecked for completeness or operation but is generally Good for display and still 
comes in Fair illustrated card box with inner packing. 

 £20 - £30 

2295. Bowman (UK) wooden Racing Yacht and others - Bowman example has red hull and keel, varnished hull, replacement 
wooden mast.  Also included Star or similar assorted yachts with wooden hulls together with large scale Oginer (Spain) 
19"/49cm Yacht with stand - Fair to Good. (5) 

 £30 - £40 

2296. Victory Industries RAF Tender - black hull, bluish-grey superstructure, lacks fittings but does include propeller and 
rudder otherwise Fair in Fair illustrated box.  Also includes Triang plastic clockwork Torpedo Boat - lacks deck fittings but 
includes propeller and rudder, no key but motor is in working order, 11"/28cm long - Fair, together with Hong Kong plastic RAF 
Tender 2758 - battery operated - Fair. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

2297. Triang, Hornby and Penguin, assorted plastic boats to include 3 x Triang clockwork Cabin Cruiser, clockwork Life Boat, 
Hornby Speed Boat, "Mary" pre-war Drifter and larger battery operated Hong Kong plastic motorboat - untested - Fair. (7) 

 £30 - £40 

2298. Triang, a pair of 20"/50cm plastic Passenger Ships (1) "Pretoria Castle" - grey hull, white superstructure, with key, 
clockwork motor in working order, deck fittings unchecked for completeness and some bowing to plastic as is usual with these 
models otherwise Good in Fair (torn label) card box; (2) "Orcades" Passenger Ship - cream hull, white superstructure, battery 
operated, deck fittings unchecked for completeness otherwise generally Good. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2299. Triang, Scalex and Penguin 14"/35cm Cabin Cruisers (1) Triang "Thames" - clockwork, roof panel is bowed due to age 
but does come with rear flag and key in separate bag, motor is in working order; (2) Scalex "Derwent" Cruiser - part of the left 
hand window surround has broken away and roof is bowed; (3) Penguin 16"/41cm Ocean Racing Yacht - lacks mast - Fair to 
Good including illustrated boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

2300. British made and other assorted Boats to include rare Triang "Avon" plastic battery operated Cabin Cruiser, 18"/46cm 
long - believed that not many of these were made.  Also includes Fairylite hot air powered Speed Boat, Wells tinplate 
clockwork example and others including solid wooden hull from galleon ship or similar - Fair. (6) 

 £30 - £40 

2301. Lines Bros (pre-war Triang UK) wooden Coastal Steamer - scarce example from the 1937 catalogue, 13.5"/35cm long, 
unchecked for completeness but includes mast, funnel and rudder, no key but clockwork motor is in working order with a fitted 
brake - Fair to Good. 

 £30 - £50 

2302. Bing (England) unusual wooden clockwork Speedboat from this German manufacturer named "Maid of Britain I", 
marked "Made in England", clockwork motor has been removed, white/green wooden hull with tinplate deck and fittings, rudder 
and propeller are generally Good for display, model still retains Fair to Good card box with illustrated label, 13.5"/34cm long. 

 £40 - £60 
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2303. Lehmann (Germany) 672 "St Vincent" tinplate clockwork Warship - grey/red, with tinprinted deck detail, some repainted 
deck fittings otherwise generally Good, clockwork motor is in working order with integral key although motor may require 
lubrication, unchecked for completeness but a scarce pre-war item, 14"/35cm long. 

 £60 - £70 

2304. Eastern European Amphibious Vehicle - battery operated model of plastic construction with tinplate interior and fittings, 
deck unscrews to reveal clean battery compartment, handle of on/off switch at rear has broken off but does include 4 x wheels 
and tyres, propeller shaft to underside with propeller, cabin detail otherwise Good Plus, 10.5"/27cm long and comes in Fair 
illustrated box. 

 £30 - £50 

2305. Biller (Germany) 200 "Remote Controlled Dockland" Layout - similar to contemporary Technofix models, with colourful 
formed plastic base representing a docklands scene featuring barge, parking area, together with tinplate crane, jib and cradle, 
clockwork motor with integral key is in working order and comes with levers for rotation, elevation and depression of the jib, 
together with 2 x plastic Volkswagen and Lorry models, 13"/33cm wide - Excellent Plus to Near Mint, all is contained in Fair to 
Good illustrated box with some inner packaging. 

 £50 - £70 

2306. Triang Minic large scale Bedford Shell-BP Tanker - substantial pressed steel friction drive model - green cab, red tank, 
replacement coupling gear fitted but does include the plastic access ladders and rubber delivery hose - Good, 12"/31cm long. 

 £30 - £50 

2307. Marx Toys Land Rover "RAC Radio Rescue Truck" - scarce battery operated plastic model, 7.5"/19cm long - RAC blue, 
rubber tyres, battery operated remote control cable attached (control unit requires repair), headboard is supplied but requires 
re-attachment otherwise Good Plus scarce example - in Fair illustrated box. 

 £50 - £70 

2308. Ever Ready "Battery Operated Motor Car" - scarce model car 7.5"/18cm long, based on Austin 70 Hampshire - red, 
metal fittings, untested but appears Excellent for display and still comes in Good illustrated presentation box with pictorial insert. 

 £50 - £60 

2309. TPS tinplate "Champion Stunt Car" - battery operated model based on Ford Mustang, with drag racing style tinprinting, 
rubber tyres, untested but appears Excellent Plus, 11"/28cm long - in Good illustrated box. 

 £30 - £50 

2310. Salco (UK) 153/10 tinplate "Rocket Car" - powder blue including balloon wheels, powered by hot air style motor, lacks 
operating key otherwise Good for display in Fair card box plus Wells clockwork Schuco style car - working clockwork 
motor - Fair. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2311. Schuco and other German tinplate clockwork Cars including Schuco 357142 Mercedes Simplex Vintage Car from the 
Old Timer Series - damage to one rear wheel but suitable for spares or repair together with unbranded tinplate clockwork 
4-door Fastback Car - blue, with integral key, in working order - Good Plus, 7"/18cm long. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2312. Modern Toys (Masudaya, Japan) "Radicon Bus" - battery operated remote controlled bus - metallic grey, steerable 
front wheels, includes aerial and control unit, untested otherwise Good Plus for display, 14"/36cm long - in Fair card box with 
(torn) illustrated lid. 

 £30 - £50 
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2313. Mettoy (UK) 6-wheeledd "Bool" Tanker - large tinplate clockwork model circa 1940s - grey, clockwork motor with 
integral key in working order, some play wear and repainting to back panel plus Mettoy or similar spring loaded Gun - 3-colour 
camouflage - Fair. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2314. Gunthermann or similar clockwork Car - repainted in pale metallic blue, registration number SGC 1010 to front and 
rear, no key but motor is in working order - otherwise overall Good for display, 10.5"/26cm long. 

 £30 - £50 

2315. A pair of large tinplate Dodgem Cars (1) USA manufacture, circa 1940s - red, with man and lady tinprinted occupants, 
clockwork motor in working order (no key and would benefit from lubrication); (2) similar sized unmarked Dodgem Car - with 
motor in working order although would also benefit from lubrication, no driver figure - Good to Good Plus, each car is 10"/25cm 
long. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2316. Triang (UK), a group of vehicles for spares or repairs to include Jumbo Series BMC Horsebox, 2 x large scale US Army 
Jeeps, 4-wheeled Armoured Car together with Tank and Missile Launcher.  Also included large scale Tipper Truck based on 
Triang's pre-war style, heavily repainted - a Fair basis for some restoration. (7) 

 £30 - £50 

2317. Lines Bros (pre-war Triang) clockwork Tank and Tractors for restoration - to include 9" clockwork pre-war RAF Tractor 
with rubber wheels (9"/23cm long), together with spare body and 2 x further wheels plus smaller Tank - Fair basis for 
restoration. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

2318. Victory Industries scarce Ransome Rapier Dockside Crane - scarce battery operated model finished in cream, black 
tinplate chassis, burgundy plastic jib, lacks battery compartment cover but does include hook and string - Fair. 

 £40 - £50 

2319. Marklin (Germany) pre-war cast metal early Cannon with spoked wheels - grey camouflage livery with black trim, fitted 
with steel barrel - unchecked for completeness but still a generally Fair scarce example, 10.5"/27cm long. 

 £50 - £60 

2320. Astra, a group of assorted Searchlights comprising 3 x models mounted on cast metal bases, loose searchlight with 
hand controls (possibly Britains), 4-wheeled Trailer mounted Searchlight and large 4"/10cm diameter Lamp mounted on cast 
metal base - all are incomplete and require some parts but generally a Fair basis for restoration. (6) 

 £30 - £50 

2321. Thomas & Skinner (USA) and other tinplate Guns to include 15"/38cm Coastal Defence spring loaded gun together 
with 3 x guns mounted on pressed steel bases with opening gun barrel and larger simplistic tinplate version - Fair basis for 
restoration. (5) 

 £30 - £40 

2322. Assorted tinplate Cannons - 3 x tinplate/pressed steel, with balloon wheels, the largest is 12"/30cm long, one has been 
repainted; also included German tinplate Cannon with spoked wheels in 3-colour camouflage - Fair. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

2323. British military guns and others to include Crescent Toys or similar Machine Gun, Britains early Cannon with spoked 
wheels, unknown make pressed steel Machine Gun on Trolley and tinplate Search Light mounted on base together with 
German Gun (damage to barrel) and Astra Machine Gun - Fair to Good. (6) 

 £30 - £40 
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2324. Astra and other assorted guns and cannons - Astra items include spring loaded Gun mounted on base together with 
similar Cannon with 2 x double wheels. Also included Gosa (Germany) tinplate Cannon with spoked wheels, French World War 
I Cannon and larger scale 11"/28cm wooden Cannon with cast metal barrel (possibly brass) and marked with a plaque with 
inscription in French - Fair to Good. (5) 

 £30 - £50 

2325. Early Hong Kong plastic model Tank - scarce battery operated example with bakelite coloured upper body, black base 
and wheels, includes rubber tracks, clean battery compartment to underside with On/Off switch, untested but Good Plus to 
Excellent example, 7"/18cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

2326. Gescha and Gama German tinplate clockwork Tanks (1) Gama - military grey, includes rubber tracks, opening turret, 
may be incomplete but motor is in working order - Fair; (2) Gescha Tank - military green, opening turret, no key but motor is in 
working order, with brake and includes both rubber tracks - otherwise Good. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2327. Wells (UK) or similar tinplate clockwork Tanks and Armoured Cars to include 2 x tinprinted 4-wheeled models, one 
lacks gun otherwise Fair together with larger 7"/18cm version in working order with clicking sound and 3-colour 
camouflage - Fair to Good. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

2328. Mettoy (UK), a pair of tinplate clockwork large scale Tanks (1) two-tone greyish-green, spring requires attention, lacks 
one replacement track; (2) two-tone grey, repainted turret, fitted with replacement rubber tracks, motor in working order, with 
brake - otherwise Fair. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2329. Marx and Mettoy tinplate Military Lorries of British manufacture to include Marx Toys Royal Artillery Truck and Mettoy 
15"/37cm Lorry Mounted Search Light - Fair. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2330. Mettoy (UK) Articulated Army Lorry - large scale example finished in 2-colour camouflage, with 4-wheeled tractor unit 
and trailer, detailed tinprinting, includes uniformed driver figure, opening rear tailgate, with "44th Division No.128" insignia to 
each cab door initials "RASC" to body sides, some wear to loading deck otherwise Fair to Good example with working 
clockwork motor - unusual in this livery, circa 1940s. 

 £50 - £70 

2331. Mettoy and Camtoy British tinplate Trucks to include Mettoy tinplate Articulated Lorry - green, with driver to cab, 
clockwork motor in working order, scarce variation which is wired for electric headlamps, includes opening tailboard and drop 
down jockey wheels and Camtoy 6-wheeled Tow Truck, 15"/38cm long, with working clockwork motor - Fair to Good. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

2332. Mettoy and Chad Valley tinplate clockwork Fire Engines - a nice British made tinplate lot to include 2 x Mettoy 1940s 
Fire Engines, each has 2-sectional ladder, with 4 x firemen figures between them, each model is 12"/30cm long together with 
Chad Valley Ubilda type Vehicle with single ladder - generally Fair although all have working clockwork motors. (3) 

 £70 - £90 

2333. Wells Brimtoy, a pair of Trolleybuses - each tinplate clockwork Bus is 8"/20cm long, both lack trolley poles and one 
lacks mechanism and wheel but other is in working order - each has detailed tinprinting and are a Fair basis for restoration. (2) 

 £30 - £50 
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2334. Marx Toys or similar tinplate clockwork 2-door Sedan - dark green, fitted with balloon wheels, some age related wear 
and no key but clockwork motor is in working order, with brake, circa 1940s, 12"/30cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

2335. Wells Steam Roller and German Trailers - to include a large scale Wells German tinplate clockwork Road Roller, fitted 
with replacement front roller and repainted canopy - orange body with detailed tinprinting including driver, the clockwork motor 
is in working order with an integral key.  Also included are 2 x German made Tipping 4-wheeled Trailers - a Side Tipping Trailer 
by Gely 9.5"/24cm long with opening tailboard and a smaller Trailer by Gama or similar together with an Arnold 72397 tinplate 
Container for the Low Loader Truck - Fair to Good. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

2336. A Triang style pressed steel Mobile Crane - an unusual model circa 1940's finished in pale greyish-green, fitted with 
Priestman style grab, controls for winding, elevation and slewing, fitted with 4 x balloon type wheels, light age related wear 
otherwise generally Good Plus to Excellent, 13"/33cm high. 

 £20 - £30 

2337. Bilbax Toys "Silver King" 11 Mechanical Racing Car - scarce model circa 1950 - aluminium construction with metallic 
blue base, winder to front, the mechanism is inoperative but the model is Good Plus for display, 7"/18cm long and still comes in 
a Fair card box. 

 £30 - £40 

2338. Mamod Live Steam Wagon - dark blue, lacks burner and the chimney is loose otherwise a Good item worth improving. 

 £40 - £60 

2339. Mamod early Stationary Steam Engine with a grey base and light green upper bracket, includes the meths burner.  
Also included is an early Mamod Line Shaft with 4 x pulleys and the early "Mamod" oval to the flat perforated baseplate - the 
Steam Engine baseplate has had some restoration but overall generally Good. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2340. Mamod Miniature Stationary Steam Engine - early version with light green upper bracket, does include the meths 
burner and comes with a Mamod Grinding Wheel Accessory, with drive band, together with a German made larger Grinding 
Wheel Steam Accessory - Fair to Good Plus. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

2341. Fleischmann (Germany) Live Steam Plant - lacks chimney and burner and is untested but otherwise generally a Fair to 
Good scarce example for display. 

 £30 - £50 

2342. ESL and Multum Live Steam Engine and Accessory - a pair of boxed steam toys from the 1950's comprising (1) ESL 
Model 1530 "Junior" Stationary Steam Engine - similar to the contemporary Mamod Products, comes with burner and wick, 
4.5"/11cm long and (2) Multum Workshop Models "Lineshaft" with red plastic pulley wheel and comes with a illustrated sheet 
depicting the contemporary range - Good to Good Plus, both models have Fair to Good illustrated boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2343. Marklin (Germany) Stationary Steam Engine circa 1910 - a very scarce example comprising brass boiler with chimney, 
flywheel and cylinder etc, unchecked for completeness but includes a burner with wick - a Fair basis requiring restoration, 
appears incomplete. 

 £80 - £120 
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2344. Gunthermann (Germany) or similar tinplate clockwork Tram Car - green/cream with 65 to each end and sides, appears 
to have been retro fitted with a working clockwork motor to the underside and fitted with wooden wheels, may need some 
adjustment and appears to lack the trolleypole otherwise Good Plus for display, 12"/31cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

2345. Boxed tinplate Tram Cars - a pair of Eastern European vehicles, each is powered by friction drive, 12"/31cm long, both 
have plastic trolleypole stubs to the roof and are finished in varying shades of orange/yellow with plastic bumpers front and rear, 
tinprinted passenger detail - Good Plus and come in Fair card boxes which have had some repair.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2346. Gunthermann (Bavaria) pre-war Tram Car - scarce tinplate clockwork model is green/cream, lacks the trolleypole but 
does include the tinplate driver at one end, brass lamp bezels at each end, the clockwork motor appears in working order but 
does need attention, the spoked tinplate wheels have been re-soldered onto their axles but overall a Good scarce example 
circa 1930's, 11"/28cm long. 

 £100 - £150 

2347. Burnett (Chad Valley of England) pre-war Single Decker Bus - scarce large scale tinplate clockwork example with 
registration number 32554 in grey/red "Red & White" livery. A wooden replacement roof has been retro fitted and painted cream 
and replacement tinplate balloon wheels have been fitted, the motor has been disconnected but otherwise still a Fair scarce 
example which could be improved, 12"/31cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

2348. Burnett (Chad Valley of England) tinplate Fordson type Tipper Lorry - a very scarce example dating from 1939. This 
model was first shown in the 1939 catalogue but was not continued in the same form after the war. Finished in orange, with 
tinprinted detail, balloon wheels, nut & bolt construction, the winding gear is complete but does require attention otherwise a 
Good Plus example which still retains its removable rear tailgate and is 9.5"/24cm long. 

 £200 - £300 

2349. Schylling "Lionel Lines" tinplate Railcar with propeller - scarce limited edition production model of recent issue, comes 
with a key, the rear propeller is in working order with brake, 13"/33cm long - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging 
(although some yellowing to the clear plastic cover). Designed to run on O Gauge track. 

 £30 - £50 

2350. Knox and Floyd Classic Toys "Melbourne W Class Tram" - scarce reproduction tinplate clockwork model, probably 
made for the Australian Market by Welby of India. The model is finished in green/cream, with spring loaded trolleypoles, a 
couple of thin scratches to one side otherwise an Excellent Plus example designed to run on O Gauge track, 12.5"/32cm long 
and comes in a Excellent box with illustrated label. 

 £30 - £40 

2351. Mohr & Krauss "Centrimobil" tinplate Gyro powered open-top Car - green with red embossed trim, includes uniformed 
chauffeur figure, motor is in working order, actuated by a winding handle at the front (gearing slightly worn), some nicks & 
scratches but otherwise generally a Good bright example for display, 7"/18cm long. 

 £80 - £100 

2352. Meccano Constructor Aircraft modelled as a Mono Plane fitted with floats to the undercarriage - cream/green with RAF 
roundels - Fair to Good. 

 £40 - £50 

2353. Meccano Constructor Aircraft, made-up as a Single Engined Mono Plane in cream/red with RAF roundels, fitted with 
wheeled undercarriage and propeller. Also included is a large scale Mono Plane in silver/red with RAF roundels screwed on, a 
solder repair to a wing tip requires re-attaching - Fair basis for restoration.  (2) 

 £60 - £50 
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2354. Meccano Constructor Aircraft - made-up model as a Tri-Motor Biplane, fitted with floats to the undercarriage, a tear to 
one of the upper wings but does include the screw-on RAF roundels and all engines and propellers - Fair, 18.5"/47cm long. 

 £60 - £70 

2355. Meccano Constructor Aircraft - made-up model as a Tri-Motor Biplane - cream/red, fitted with floats to the 
undercarriage, some age related wear but does include all 3 engines and propellers together with 4 x screw-on RAF roundels 
with a 20.5"/52cm wingspan. 

 £80 - £100 

2356. Cragstan and other tinplate and plastic Airliners for restoration - to include a Cragstan "Clipper" in Pan American livery, 
a "Passenger Plane" 22"/56cm long aircraft of Chinese manufacture, a smaller Pan Am Boeing 747 with stand (some parts 
detached but present), another Hong Kong plastic version - all are designed to be battery operated. Also included is a smaller 
friction drive example - Fair.  (5) 

 £40 - £60 

2357. Bing (Germany) or similar - a pair of tinplate Gantry Cranes - the smaller version is brown with corrugated roof, lacks 
the upper wheeled crane engine, together with a larger 14"/35cm wide version with lattice tinplate construction, includes 
winding trolley, hook and chain - both are a Fair basis for restoration but generally scarce items.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2358. Marx Toys (UK) tinplate "Skycruiser" in red/grey Strato Airlines, friction drive to undercarriage, connected to propellers 
which still try to turn, made need adjustment/lubrication and would benefit from further cleaning otherwise a Fair basis for 
restoration, comes with repainted rear tail plane, 18"/46cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

2359. Triang, Mettoy and other British vehicles - to include Mettoy Bedford Low Loader with Trailer, together with a repainted 
Castoys Touring Coach. Triang Toys include a post-war Minic Streamlined Tourer, a Trik-Trak plastic Racer and a Scalex 
tinplate Ferrari Racer - Fair.  (5) 

 £30 - £40 

2360. Triang, Sutcliffe, Tonka and other large pressed steel vehicles - to include 2 x Sutcliffe Models Crane, one lacks hook 
and string, made by the company more famous for model boats, together with a large scale ERTL John Deere Tractor and 
Trailer, Nylint Farm Truck, large (probably Eastern European) 17"/42cm clockwork 6-wheeled Tipper Truck, large Tonka Dump 
Truck, Triang Puff-Puff Train and a Meccano Mogul Lorry Mounted Crane - Fair.  (9) 

 £30 - £50 

2361. A group of tinplate Motorcycles including Sidecars - to include 2 x Motorcycles with Sidecars, colourfully tinprinted, 
each has plastic passengers head, together with a Solo Racing Motorcycle with racing number 26 - of early Chinese 
manufacture - all are in working order, some light storage wear but generally Excellent in Fair to Good illustrated boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

2362. Chinese made a pair of Trucks (1) "Oil and Chemical Truck" - 6-wheeler with red/white cab, includes 2 x chemical 
tanks to rear, friction drive, 11"/28cm long, (2) Fire Truck with elevating ladder and 3 x Fireman figures - Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint ex-shop stock examples in Fair to Good packaging. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2363. Chinese made Jumbo type Crane - tinplate friction drive scarce example is red/yellow with winding action to the 
elevating and extending jib, includes hook, driver figure to the cab - Excellent Plus to Near Mint ex-shop stock example in an 
Excellent illustrated box, 10.5"/27cm high. 

 £30 - £40 
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2364. A pair of Chinese made tinplate Cars - large scale models include (1) "Battery-operated Patrol Car" - dark green with 
tinprinted interior, plastic bumpers and fittings, some storage wear and manufacturers retouching, 11"/28cm, (2) "Voiture 
Sedan", based on a 4-door Mercedes Car, friction drive - powder blue - Near Mint in a Good Plus illustrated box - both have 
been made in China for the French market. (2) 

 £30 - £50 

2365. 1960's Chinese made tinplate vehicles (1) "Oil Truck" - red cab, yellow tank, plastic fittings, tinprinted interior, friction 
drive and (2) "Clockwork Tractor" - based on a 2-wheel Rotavator, working order with realistic sound and comes with a key, 
8"/20cm long - Excellent including illustrated box - circa 60's/70's ex-shop stock. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2366. Chinese tinplate large scale Buses (1) "Coach" - metallic red with tinprinted interior, friction drive, 12"/31cm long and 
(2) battery-operated 6-wheeled Touring Coach - metallic red/white with tinprinted interior and driver, mystery action to 
underside - Excellent in Good to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2367. Tinplate "Country Horse and Cart" - scarce early Chinese made 4-wheeled Trailer with opening rear tailgate, (front 
corner of trailer requires re-attachment), comes with a tinprinted horse, driver with flexible whip and reins, battery-operated, the 
battery compartment is concealed underneath the tinplate packing case load - otherwise a Good large scale example, 17"/43cm 
long and comes in a Good illustrated box.  Also included is a "Jumping Zebra" - clockwork and an MTU (Korea) "Cowboy on 
Horse" clockwork - working order - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

2368. Chinese tinplate Minibuses - circa 60's/70's (1) MS887 "Clockwork Small Coach" - purple/white with tinprinted interior, 
with key and (2) a larger "New Style Travelling Car" - metallic red with tinprinted interior and bright plated parts, 8.5"/21cm 
long - Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good card boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2369. Chinese made tinplate Tanks - circa 1960's/70's (1) "Anti-Aircraft Tank" - battery-operated example - grey, with 2 x 
opening hatches to reveal driver and rear gun, 9"/22cm long and (2) "M48 battery-operated Army Tank" - military 
green - Excellent to Excellent Plus in Fair to Good illustrated boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £50 

2370. Chinese tinplate Trains and Novelties - to include battery-operated and clockwork Locomotives, 719 "Train", 
10.5"/27cm Fire truck with 3 x Fireman figures.  Novelties include Korean made "Bakery" clockwork 3-wheeled Hand Cart with 
rider and a clockwork musical Monkey - Excellent overall in Good to Good Plus illustrated boxes. (6) 

 £30 - £40 

2371. Chinese made assorted tinplate Cars - to include ME728 battery powered "Seden" - metallic red/white, 12"/31cm long 
(small manufacturers marks to front of roof).  Smaller models include friction drive Sedan, together with a friction 
Taxi - Excellent to Near Mint in Good illustrated boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

2372. Chinese made friction drive Cars - circa 1960's/70's, ex-shop stock examples comprise (1) "Mini Tricycle" Bubble 
Car - metallic red, (2) & (3) "Modern Sedan" in both metallic red and blue - both have tinprinted interiors, 6"/15cm 
long - Excellent Plus to Near Mint bright examples in Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

2373. Chinese tinplate Aircraft, Novelties and Vehicles - circa 1970's to include Training Plane, MF104 friction drive 
Passenger Plane with a 10"/26cm wing span, plus a smaller version, Police Car, Fire Truck, Jeep and various tinplate Bird 
novelties - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus packaging. (9) 

 £30 - £50 
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2374. Chinese tinplate Military Tanks - circa 1960's/70's to include (1) "Battery-operated Tank" - 3-colour camouflage, with 
control cable attached and (2) sparking friction drive Tank with clicking noise - green, 8.5"/21cm long - Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint ex-shop stock examples in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2375. Japanese made "Great Flying Boat" friction drive Space Vehicle - multi-coloured with tinprinted detail, plastic drivers 
head to cockpit, clicking action - Excellent Plus ex-shop stock item circa 1970's, 13"/32cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

2376. A pair of Chinese tinplate Space Vehicles (1) "Rocket Racer", 8"/19cm long and (2) "Clockwork Spaceship" with 
rotating rotors, tinplate/plastic construction - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus illustrated boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2377. An Eastern European tinplate Space Gun - scarce friction drive ex-shop stock example is black/pale blue with 
tinprinted Spaceman images, friction drive - Near Mint, 10"/24cm long and comes in a Good illustrated box with manufacturers 
instruction slip and some inner packaging. 

 £30 - £40 

2378. Kovap Eastern European tinplate ex-shop stock vehicles - to include N522 Steam Roller together with Hawkey Fire 
Engine with Turntable Ladder and Open Backed Truck.  Also included is a Kovap Ladybird clockwork novelty with 
key - Excellent to Near Mint in Good boxes with some inner packaging. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

2379. Eastern European a pair of Vehicles circa 1960's/70's - to include (1) "Metal Clockwork Steam Roller" - of Romanian 
production - red/yellow with beige wheels, 6"/15cm long and (2) a Norma (USSR) plastic Go Kart with metal 
baseplate - Excellent unusual models in Good boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2380. DMI "Winner 93 Motorcycle" - friction drive tinplate Racing Bike with clicking action and moveable rider, some adhesive 
tape marks otherwise Excellent in a Good Plus illustrated box, 8"/20cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

2381. Kovap and another Eastern European Steam Roller, one has a metallic blue boiler with plastic wheels, the other is light 
blue with tinprinted detail including wheels - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good illustrated boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2382. A group of tinplate Motorcycles - friction drive models include a Paya "Moto Carreras" Racing Bike, and an Eastern 
European Motorcycle - blue with tinprinted detail including rider.  Also included is a Chinese made "Motorcycle wind-up 
toy" - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

2383. Nomura (TN Toys of Japan) "Battery-operated Shaking Classic Car" - scarce tinplate vintage car novelty with plastic 
fittings and driver, 7.5"/19cm long.  Also included is a Czechoslovakian made tinplate Vintage Car with lever operated 
clockwork motor - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good illustrated boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2384. Eastern European tinplate Jaguar E-type - ex-shop stock example is grey, friction drive, 10.5"/26cm long, the steering 
wheel requires re-attaching otherwise Excellent Plus and comes in a Fair illustrated box. 

 £20 - £30 
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2385. Roman Toys (Spain) assorted tinplate Police Motorcycles - varying in size up to 9.5"/24cm long, most are boxes, one 
has a polythene bag with header card and are generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good assorted packaging. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

2386. A pair of 12" Spanish tinplate Cars (1) Roman Toys "Seat 132L Police Car" - blue/white with tinprinted interior, some 
assembly dents to the drivers side (would benefit from further cleaning) and (2) Paya "Renault 18 GTS" Rally Car - otherwise 
Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £50 

2387. Chinese made tinplate Cars - large scale models comprise (1) "Deluxe Open Sedan" - cream with red interior, 
10"/26cm long and (2) Mercedes Benz 2-door Sports Car - silver - both are friction drive and are generally Good Plus to 
Excellent in Good boxes.  Also included is a Mettoy (UK) "Computacar" - contains a blue Buick Century Cruiser plastic Saloon, 
battery-operated, the set comes with various bollards and memory cards, unchecked for completeness but appears Good 
including illustrated box. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

2388. Hong Kong plastic Bus and Racing Car (1) Clifford Series BRM Racing Car with friction drive, British racing green with 
racing number 5 to one side and (2) "British Airways" Airline Bus - red/white - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good 
boxes. Also included is a Clifford Series "Cabin Cruiser" for restoration with loose motor - Fair including illustrated box. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

2389. Triang Milk Churns and Chad Valley wooden toys - to include "Triangtois" pre-war tinplate Milk Churns (one lacks its 
lid). Wooden toys include a Waterline Warship model and a 13"/33cm 2-door pre-war Sports Car, together with a Chad Valley 
wooden Train comprising Locomotive and 4 x Wagons - Fair.  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

2390. Knights Head (Chad Valley UK) and other assorted Trucks & Trailers - to include 2 x Knights Head British made cast 
metal 4-wheel Trucks, together with 2 x clockwork Station Platform type Trucks with a Trailer, together with early 3 and 
4-wheeled Trailers - Fair.  (7) 

 £30 - £40 

2391. Fischer (Germany or similar) a group of Pennytoys - to include 5.5"/14cm Truck - blue and a similar Van - green 
together with a smaller Racing Car and a Streamlined Car - Fair to Good.  (4) 

 £30 - £40 

2392. A pair of tinplate 1960's Japanese Robots - to include Sparking Robot with red plastic translucent chest and larger 
Robot with antenna, 7.5"/19cm high - both motors are in working order producing a walking action to each robot - Good.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2393. A group of Robots and a Space Ship - to include an Eastern European battery operated Space Ship (lacks one rear 
booster), Pecking Robot, 12"/30cm plastic Robot with opening chest, clockwork Robbie Robot (lacks arms) and blazer - most 
are suitable for spares or repair but overall Fair.  (5) 

 £20 - £30 

2394. Modern Toys (Japan) Space Shuttle Enterprise battery operated model - of tinplate and plastic construction, produced 
by Masudaya, untested but appears Good Plus for display, 10"/25cm long and comes in a Good illustrated box. 

 £20 - £30 
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2395. FROG pair of model Aircraft to include (1) Mk.IV Interceptor Fighter - aluminium construction with paper wings, 
includes oil bottle, propeller etc but lacks a paper wing, (2) Buccaneer Single Engined Aircraft with blue plastic fuselage and 
pale blue wings, includes front winding mechanism but is unchecked for completeness. Also included is a empty box only for a 
Mk.V - Fair, needing some restoration/spares. 

 £30 - £40 

2396. Triang Alpine Railway and other toys - the Alpine Railway comes with 2 x Cable Cars, key and instruction slip. Also 
included is a Trionic Radio Construction Set A together with a Lines Bros wooden Fort - unchecked for completeness but 
appear generally Good including illustrated boxes.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

2397. An assortment of boxed novelties items include clockwork Duck on a Tricycle, Acrobat on Horse, Clown on a Scooter 
and clockwork Performing Seal and others including Dinosaurs - Good to Excellent in Fair to Good Plus packaging.  (9) 

 £30 - £50 

2398. Pair of Portuguese tinplate clockwork Tanker Lorries - to include Mobilgas - red and Sacor - red/blue, no key but both 
motors are in working order and the cabs still contain their drivers, circa 1960's, 8"/20cm long - Good.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2399. Paya and other tinplate clockwork reproduction vehicles - to include Kovap style tinplate clockwork Tractor and Trailer, 
Eastern European friction drive Motorcycle and Rider mounted on a bubble pack. Paya style vehicles include 2 x Flying Boat, 
Opentop Car with chauffeurs and passenger and Taxi - Excellent to Excellent Plus in Fair to Good assorted packaging.  (6) 

 £40 - £50 

2400. Japanese tinplate Trucks and Train, circa 1950's - to include SSS "Lumber" friction drive Lorry with 3 x logs and a 
Mountain Climber friction drive Steam Locomotive and Tender, 13"/34cm long - Good to Good Plus, both come in box bases 
only. Also included is a Japanese 1950's "Auto Truck" - friction drive - Good and still includes a Fair illustrated box.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

2401. ALPS (Japan) novelty toy Dogs - to include a battery operated "Peppy" Puppy with remote control cable attached, 
together with an earlier clockwork example in working order with twirling tail. Also included is a Eastern European Tea Set 
(lacks on item) and a Chinese Swimming Duck and others - otherwise Good to Excellent in Good boxes. Also included is a 
Wells Brimtoy unboxed British Prince and Princess Dancing Couple, no key but the clockwork motor is in working order.  (12) 

 £20 - £30 

2402. Schylling and other tinplate toys - to include Stealth clockwork Zeppelin, "Swing Boats" clockwork Fairground ride, 
Electra Robot - lilac, New York Central 464 Streamliner Locomotive, "Felix the Cat" Speedboat and a Looney Tunes 2 Coach 
Train with Locomotive - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes.  (6) 

 £60 - £70 

2403. Burnett (Chad Valley UK) pre-war "Ubilda Tower Bridge" - scarce tinplate kit to assemble a model of this famous 
bridge, detailed tinprinting to stonework, with green ironwork, winding handles in place, but unchecked for completeness 
although includes Union flag - otherwise Good including illustrated box. 

 £60 - £80 
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2404. Chad Valley (UK) "Telephone" - set comprises 2 x black plastic telephones, designed for internal use - untested, each 
phone is 8.5"/22cm wide and comes in a card box with a Good illustrated lid (replacement box base), scarce example. 

 £30 - £40 

2405. Moko "Muffin the Mule" - scarce diecast example circa early 1950's, replacement screw to one rear leg joint but does 
include all 4 x finger rings and string - otherwise Good. 

 £30 - £40 

2406. Bing and other Steam Toys - to include a Bing Factory Building with Water Wheel, driven by pulley for use with drive 
belt from a live steam engine.  Other live steam toys include a Frame with 3 x hammers and a Mamod Steam Hammer.  Also 
in this lot is a Kaye's (Leeds UK) Half Pint Oil Can - Fair to Good. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

2407. Mecavion (France) tinplate kit of parts for the assembly of a Model Aircraft, unchecked for completeness and some age 
related wear but does include both wheels and axle for the undercarriage, includes 32-page instruction manual - otherwise Fair 
to Good in a Fair card box with reinforced lid corners but still has its colourful illustration. 

 £60 - £80 

2408. Primivoli (Italy) tinplate kit of parts for the assembly of a Model Aircraft, kit includes instruction book and unapplied 
decal sheet although the contents are unchecked for completeness otherwise Excellent in a Good Plus illustrated box. 

 £50 - £60 

2409. Burnett (Chad Valley UK) and other tinplate Cannons plus a Submarine - to include a scarce Burnett Cannon in military 
green with spoked wheels, 8.5"/22cm long with a larger German made tinplate Cannon with replacement wooden barrel, a 
similar smaller version, an incomplete Chad Valley Machine Gun, an Astra battery-operated Searchlight and a Harold Flory 
"Remote Control Submarine" (in a Poor to Fair box) - Fair. (6) 

 £30 - £50 

2410. A group of metal and plastic assorted Toy Guns - to include a Milbro Catapult, Crescent Handcuffs and various diecast 
and tinplate Pistols by Imi, Treber and others together with a Tudor Rose plastic example - Fair. (10) 

 £20 - £30 

2411. A collection of Vintage Coins from around the world - early British examples include 1948 Half Crown, a well worn 
Florin, a 1954 Shilling, a 1901, 1939 & 1947 Pennies together with an 1861 Shilling.  Other coins include French Republic 5 
Francs 1894, Prince of Wales Commemorative Coin "Married March 10th 1863", various coins from India, Fiji, Brazil, Tonga, 
Australia and others.  Also included are a number of vintage Railway Tickets from the post-war period - interesting lot, all is 
contained in a large photo album, approximately 200 coins in all plus over 30 railway tickets. 

 £40 - £50 

2412. Academy Vintage Gramophone - wooden case with dovetail joints, suitcase style fastening, some age related wear to 
the woodwork and repair to the lid and is generally Fair but does include the winding handle, turntable, tin of Columbia stylus 
needles and the mechanism is in remarkably Good condition with brake and "slow/fast" control. 

 £20 - £30 

2413. Timpo and other Figures and Soldiers - to include Timpo Wild West Collection "Rail Hand Car plus Operator and 
Mounted Sheriff" - Near Mint to Mint in a Good illustrated box.  Also in this lot are approximately 100 assorted Soldier figures 
together with a couple of Marx larger scale Germans and a variety of Wargaming Building Components. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 
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2414. Timpo (UK) "Mediaeval Castle" - snap together kit of plastic parts to build a castle, comes with various Crusaders, 
Knights and Trees - unchecked for completeness but components appear Good Plus to Excellent and includes a fold-out 
printed card Playmat with Moat effect.  All is contained in a Fair to Good illustrated box circa 1960's. 

 £40 - £60 

2415. Philips, Merit and other Electronic and Educational Toys - to include Philips Electronic Engineer (all 
transistor) - components include transistor, diode, speaker and associated parts together with wiring diagrams and instruction 
book.  Also included is a Merit "Electrical Outfit" - containing a large number of vintage electrical components circa 1952.  Also 
in this lot are a BGL Morse Telegraph Set and an EX "Electronic Experimenter Kit" with instruction book - all are unchecked for 
completeness but contents appear Good to Good Plus, also in this lot are 2 x Morse Code Tappers mounted on wooden 
bases - an unusual lot.  (5 sets + 2 accessories) 

 £30 - £50 

2416. "Meccano" varnished wooden box with hinged lid containing a large quantity of loose Meccano parts - to include 12/15 
volt electric motor, clockwork motor with key, various metal wheels and other wheels with tyres, various plates in different sizes, 
perforated strip in various lengths, boiler barrel and other parts wrapped in plastic bags (the hinged lid is marked "Meccano" in 
red) - Fair. (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

2417. Merit, Mettoy, Codeg and other toy Cash Registers, Instruments and Savings Banks - to include a Selcol (UK) Carillon 
Golden Tone Music Box (slack rubber belt), Mettype Child's Typewriter, a Roman Cash Register and a Merit Sketch O Matic 
and others - Good to Good Plus in Fair to Good boxes.  Unboxed items include a Codeg Cash Register, a Chad Valley Toy 
Telephone Exchange, various Savings Banks including Post Office Savings, Happynak or similar Child's Buckets and Nursery 
Rhyme Containers and others including a vintage German made Accordion - Fair to Good Plus. (qty in 2 large cardboard 
boxes) 

 £40 - £60 

2418. Vulcan, Grain and other vintage Child's Sewing Machines - Vulcan models include 2 x Senior and 2 x Junior hand 
operated machines, a vintage German made machine with hand wheel, another made by Grain, a Universal and others - Fair to 
Good Plus.  Also included are 2 x boxed models to include Hasbro Sew Easy and another - unchecked for completeness but 
boxed models appear Good to Good Plus in Fair packaging. (11 in 2 large cardboard boxes) 

 £40 - £50 

2419. Joustra, Marx, Alps (Japan) and other assorted large scale tinplate and plastic vehicles - to include an Alps Vintage 
Car, Japanese Ferrari, Joustra (France) Police Sports Car, a large plastic MG TF, 2 x Spanish made tinplate Tanks, a Bus 
Conductors Outfit and others including Chinese toys - conditions vary but otherwise Fair to Good Plus. (30+ in 2 large 
cardboard boxes) 

 £30 - £50 

2420. Meccano a group of Sets and Parts - to include Meccano Highway Multi-kit No.8, Marks and Spencer and Boots Starter 
Sets, Miniature Construction Sets, French Set 106 and other manufacturers metal and plastic kits.  Also in this lot is Bayko 1X 
Conversion Set - unchecked for completeness but generally contents are Good in Fair to Good boxes. (12) 

 £40 - £50 

2421. Airfix and other assorted plastic kits - Airfix kits include 1/24th scale Subaru Impreza, 1/12th scale figure kits 
comprising Anne Boleyn and Charles I, together with RAF Emergency Set, De Havilland Mosquito and Peugeot 206.  Other 
kits include International Model Aircraft Tug Boat, Revell ME109 and German Steam Locomotive together with a Lindberg 
Stearman Biplane (box only), together with a quantity of unmade and unboxed parts - all kits are unchecked for 
completeness - generally Fair to Good including packaging. (17 kits + loose parts) 

 £50 - £60 
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2422. Chad Valley, Selcol and other Spinning Tops, Instruments and other Toys - to include 3 x tinprinted Spinning Tops, 
Chad Valley Jack in the Box with Clown, a Selcol wind-up Musical Organ with Dancing Monkey to the top, a Children's Piano, 2 
x Drums, a large tinplate Milk Churn Confectionery Container and other toys including Fisher Price Nursery Rhyme 
Television - Fair to Good. (16) 

 £20 - £30 

2423. CK Toys (Tokyo Japan) pre-war Children's Piano - scarce example constructed from wood, with printed paper 
decorations, 6 x wooden keys which all work with a xylophone sound effect - some age related wear but otherwise a Fair to 
Good very scarce nursery toy, 7"/17cm wide. 

 £20 - £30 

2424. Domestic Toys, Teddy Bears, Puppet and other Toys - to include plastic Hoover with dustbag, Child's Mangle, 
Smoothing Iron and a battery-operated Japanese tinplate Cooking Range.  Boxed items include 2 x tinplate Weighing Scales 
and 2 x Minion Roller Skates.  Also in this lot is a Pelham Puppet "Sandy MacBoozle" (lacks string) together with a 1950's 
teddy bear and other soft toys and animals, some of them are mechanical - Fair. (17) 

 £30 - £40 

2425. Turkish, Indian and other unusual tinplate vehicles - Turkmali vehicles include 4 x Touring Coaches, a 17"/43cm "Tina 
Bell Train", Fire Chief's Car, Army Tank, Rally Car, Space Ship and others including an Indian made "Bharatiya" Motor Car and 
a "Ankara" Express Railway Locomotive and others - Good to Excellent, a few still have boxes or plastic bag packaging.  (15) 

 £40 - £60 

2426. Marx Toys, Chad Valley and other vintage toy Projection Equipment and Slides - to include Chad Valley Give-a-Show 
Projector with Walt Disney Slides including Bambi, Mickey Mouse, Snow White and others, together with a Marx Toys Gun 
Style Projector "Flashy Flickers", DUX Episcop Mains Projector (UNTESTED). Spare Viewmaster Slide Discs include 
Huckleberry Hound, Noddy, Happy Days and others. Also in this lot is a vintage "Construments" Educational Outfit No.10 "To 
Make Scientific Optical Instruments" - Fair to Good, most items have boxes.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2427. Juneero Structator and other assorted Construction Sets - to include Juneero No.1 Set with metal parts and special 
multi purpose tool, Structator (Bing of Germany) No.1 Set, Airfix Betta Bilda, KMS electrical set and others including a large 
Castos wooden outfit which comes in a large aluminium box - Fair.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2428. British and Eastern European tinplate clockwork Roadway Sets - similar to the contemporary Technofix Roadways - to 
include a "Big Dipper" British example with Rail Car, of British manufacture. German example with Rail Car and Track together 
with 2 x Eastern European Multi Storey Car Park and a circular Bus layout - no keys but overall Good Plus to Excellent for 
display.  (5 sets) 

 £40 - £50 

2429. A group of tinplate Roadway and Railway Mechanical Novelty Sets with loose vehicles - to include Weller "Up She 
Goes" track, German Loop the Loop Train Layout and others including a quantity of Marx Toys double track tinplate roadway. 
Also included are 6 x assorted vehicles for this type of layout, mainly clockwork to include Buses, Train and Cars, ideal for 
repair/spares.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2430. Bandai, Gescha and other assorted tinplate toys and vehicles for restoration/spare parts - to include Gescha tinplate 
clockwork Suitcase with part figure together with a similar express boy item, 2 x British made clockwork Racing Cars circa 
1940's and 50's, Bandai Messerschmitt Bubble Car, Wells Road Roller and a vintage Car, possibly Bing or similar - Poor to Fair, 
spares or repairs.  (7) 

 £20 - £30 
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2431. A group of boxed and unboxed vehicles and novelties - to include a large Cherilea Action Man Military Motorcycle and 
Sidecar, large wooden Canal Barge, 20"/51cm long, plus 2 x wooden vintage Cars. Other items include a Paya tinplate 
clockwork Motorcycle and Sidecar, Schylling novelty Crocodile, 2 x Helicopters (rotors need repair), San Francisco Tram, 
various unboxed Animals and Insects and a scarce novelty Butterfly with flapping wings, some have Fair boxes - Fair to Good 
Plus overall.  (21+) 

 £30 - £40 

2432. Pennytoys style tinplate Trains - to include 2 4"/10cm Locomotives, another marked Toby and others, probably of 
German manufacture - Fair to Good.  (7) 

 £30 - £40 

2433. A group of Christmas Tree Baubles and Decorations, some from the 50's period and onwards, in a made-up 
presentation case, some of the early ones are made of glass - Fair to Good.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2434. Christmas Tree Decorations - 7 x Trade Boxes of Baubles, believed to be from the 50's period onwards, some of them 
are made of glass, approx 70 plus in 7 x cardboard boxes - Fair to Good. 

 £40 - £50 

2435. A group of assorted Christmas Decorations of varying periods, to include Snow Covered House, Carol Singers Lamp, 
various Wreaths, Lanterns, Signs and other items - Fair.  (lg qty in 6 large cardboard boxes) 

 £20 - £30 

2436. Railway themed and other Jigsaws - to include Fairbourne Railway, Cornish Riviera, Victory King George VI 
Locomotive, Mid-Day Scot, Waddingtons Elegance and Industry and others including Waddingtons Early Morning Tram Scene, 
circular puzzle and Victory wooden Spitfires in Flight - unchecked for completeness otherwise generally Fair to Good including 
illustrated boxes.  (26 in 2 large cardboard boxes) 

 £25 - £35 

2437. Waddingtons, Falcon, Railway and other Jigsaw Puzzles - to include Waddingtons Walt Disney Super Puzzle, Falcon 
the Orient Express, Arrow Puzzles LMS Compound and The Old Mill, Good Companion The Forth Bridge, Priory Jigsaw The 
Peaceful Harbour and others including 2 Great Western Puzzles No.4073 and Exeter Cathedral (in plain boxes) - together with 
a wooden Postman Pat - unchecked for completeness but otherwise Fair to Good including illustrated boxes.  (29) 

 £30 - £40 

2438. Waddingtons Railway and other Jigsaws - to include Bridge North Departure, Summer Showers, Going North together 
with Falcon Coronation Scot and HMY Britannia. Also included are Great Western Railway 400-piece, Airfix BAC Jaguar and 
others including a Train Station 3D Puzzle - unchecked for completeness otherwise Fair to Good including boxes.  (27 in 2 
large cardboard boxes) 

 £30 - £40 

2439. Victory Railway Themed and other Jigsaws - Victory items include Pullman Diesel Express, The New Forth Road 
Bridge, The French Blue Train, The Plywood Map Puzzle, Tower Bridge and others including Waddingtons Circular Puzzle, 
Arrow Fighting Tanks etc - unchecked for completeness but appear Fair to Good including boxes.  (44 in 2 large cardboard 
boxes) 

 £30 - £50 
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2440. Waddingtons, Falcon and other Railway and Transport Themed Jigsaws - to include Waddingtons Living Legend, 
Flying Scotsman, Golden Arrow, Devon Sunlight together with Arrow The Age of Steam Series and others including 4 x vintage 
Great Western Chad Valley Puzzles to include Paddington Station etc - unchecked for completeness but appear Fair to Good 
including boxes.  (51) 

 £40 - £50 

2441. Large lot of Puzzles, Games and Past-Times - to include Spear's Treasure Island, Yesteryear Nostalgia Game, Chad 
Valley Ludo and Pilgrims Progress, Quiz Games, Flips, Blow Football, Compendium, Yahtzee, Solitaire and others - unchecked 
for completeness otherwise generally Fair to Good.  (lg qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2442. Bagatelles and other large scale Games - boxed items include Gotham (USA) Big Shot (lacks balls), Bardo Bar 
Billiards with a wooden base, Circus Shooting, Kroki Snooka and Aeriel "Par-Golf" - unchecked for completeness otherwise Fair 
to Good in Fair boxes. Unboxed items include a Marx Bullseye plastic pin ball game and a unmarked wooden example which 
lacks balls and some rusty components otherwise Fair to Good.  (7) 

 £30 - £50 

2443. Matchbox 1 to 75 Series and other diecast - to include Refuelling Tanker, Bedford Removals Van, Austin Taxi, 
Pickfords Scammell, Ford Anglia and others including Fowler Showmans Engine. Other models include larger scale Triang 
Minic Racer and OO Scale Rolls Royce plastic car, 2 x American rubber 2-door Sedan and others including Solido Rolls Royce. 
Also in this lot is a small box containing a number of mainly Dinky Toys for spares or repair - varied lot.  (lg qty) 

 £50 - £70 

2444. Triang Spot-on, Milton and other diecast vehicles - Spot-on models include Renault Floride, Volvo P1800, Bristol 406 
and Land Rover. Also included is a Milton Products (India) Chevrolet Impala Police Car, Jolly Roger (Wales) 4-door Saloon, 
Tootsietoy 1930's Car and a Mack Truck, Chad Valley Weekin Street Lighting Truck and others including a larger scale TT 
Industries (Stoke on Trent) 2-door and others - some have been repainted - Fair.  (15) 

 £40 - £50 

2445. Corgi Toys 227 Morris Mini Cooper in Competition finish - pale yellow with white roof, racing number 7, would benefit 
from more detail cleaning and some minor wear to the high spots but overall otherwise Good Plus to Excellent. 

 £30 - £40 

2446. Dinky Toys unboxed Cars - to include 2 x Standard Vanguard with open rear wheelarches, MG Midget, 2 x Austin Taxi, 
Austin Devon, Hillman Minx, Ford Cortina Mk.1, 3 x Record Car and others - most have been repainted - Fair.  (15) 

 £40 - £60 

2447. Dinky Toys group of unboxed Cars - to include Volvo 265, Nash Rambler, FAB1, Triumph 1800, Holden Special, 
Hudson Hornet and others - many have been repainted - Fair.  (16) 

 £60 - £70 

2448. Corgi Toys unboxed models - to include Lafrance Fire Truck, Volkswagen 1500, Austin Cambridge Driving School, 
Ford Thunderbird, Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, Land Rover, Standard Vanguard, Bentley Continental and others - most have been 
repainted - Fair.  (21) 

 £60 - £80 

2449. Dinky Toys group of unboxed Cars - to include 2 x Estate Car, Ford Anglia, Austin A105, Sunbeam Alpine, Plymouth 
Plaza, Jaguar XK140 and others - most have been repainted - Fair.  (16) 

 £60 - £70 
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2450. Dinky Toys unboxed Cars - to include Rolls Royce, Studebaker Golden Hawk, Triumph Herald, Morris Oxford, Ford 
Escort Panda Car, Riley, Austin Healey and others - most have been repainted - Fair.  (20) 

 £60 - £80 

2451. Dinky Toys group of Commercials and Buses - many have been repainted - to include Mighty Antar with Low Loader 
Trailer, Mobile Crane, Bedford Articulated Lorry, Tipper Lorry and Refuse Truck, 2 x Double Decker Buses, Luxury Coach and 
others including a pre-war Royal Mail Van (some fatigue to body) - otherwise Fair.  (20) 

 £50 - £70 

2452. Assorted Dinky Toys and other Military Vehicles - Dinkys comprise Junkers Aircraft, repainted Daimler Ambulance, US 
Jeep, Air Sea Rescue Launch and Patrol Boat together with an Air France and Corgi Concorde Aircraft. Other makes include a 
large scale cannon together with 2 x Britains Cannons and a few models suitable for spare parts together with an Astra 
Gun - varied lot - Fair.  (20) 

 £40 - £50 

2453. Dinky Toys and Corgi unboxed Racing Cars - Dinky Toys include pre-war Speed of the Wind, Ferrari and Talbot Lago, 
Cunningham Racer and others including a Slush moulded diecast racer and aluminium model - otherwise Fair. Corgi Toys 
include Cooper Maserati, Ferrari Formula 1, Lotus Climax and others - Good.  (13) 

 £40 - £60 

Further General Toys 

2454. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed early group to include 3 x Y4 Shand Mason Horse Drawn Fire Engine, 2 x 
London Fire Brigade with black horses and 1 x white horses Kent Fire Brigade with one Fair box - all have correct plastic crew 
members, Y9 Fowler "Big Lion" Showmans Engine - dark maroon, cream roof, copper boiler door in a Good Plus type C box, a 
similar model unboxed - light maroon with gold boiler door, Y11 Aveling and Porter Steam Roller - black fly wheel with green 
roof supports, Y13 "Santa Fe" American General Class Locomotive - dark green, dark red chassis including rear rivet, silver 
headlamp lens in Good type B box and Y14 Duke of Connaught Locomotive with gold walkway box and Good type B box - all 
generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in Fair to Good Plus boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

2455. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed early group to include Y8 Sunbeam Motorcycle and Milford Sidecar - chrome 
plated with dark green passenger seat, 3 x Y3 London E Class Tramcars including early casting with recess gap under stairs, 
another two later models with black plastic wheels and a combination of white and cream roofs (one roof is loose), Y8 Morris 
Cowley Bullnose, Y7 Mercer Flyabout, plus others and several unboxed models including Y5 4.5 litre Bentley - Fair to Excellent 
Plus (includes one repaint) in Fair to Good Plus boxes. (18) 

 £50 - £70 

2456. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Lesney Giftware models including Y5 4.5 litre Bentley - chrome plated, 
mounted on black ceramic dish, Mercedes 36/220 on similar ceramic dish, Y13 Crossley - chrome plated on onyx effect pen 
stand, plus others and a pewter 1936 Jaguar SS100 with wooden plinth - Fair to Excellent unboxed. (14) 

 £30 - £50 

2457. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group to include YY60 Connoisseur Limited Edition Gift Set containing 6 x models in 
wooden presentation box with inner packing, certificate, plastic cover and key, plus 3 x framed Cabinet issues - Yorkshire 
Steam Wagon - Samuel Smith, Y5 Leyland Titan Bus - Swan Fount Pens and Preston Tramcar - with original box, the other two 
framed cabinet issues are unboxed - generally Excellent in Fair to Good packaging. (4) 

 £30 - £50 
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2458. Matchbox The Dinky Collection a boxed group to include DY036/A 1960 Jaguar XK150 Drophead Coupe - cream, red 
interior and black folded hood, similar but DYM38304 in silver - hard to find issue, DY023/A 1956 Chevrolet Corvette - silver, 
Code 2 Hershey MICA 1999, 2 x 1967 Ford Mustang Fastback - metallic green and white variations, plus many others - Near 
Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (24) 

 £60 - £80 

2459. Matchbox The Dinky Collection a mixed group to include DY902 Classic Sports Cars Series 1 3-model set, DYS10 
1950 Mercedes Benz Diesel Omnibus Type 0/3500 (hole through bottom of box), DY921 pewter E-type Jaguar, DY21 1964 
Mini Cooper S - cream Police Car, DY6 1951 Volkswagen Beetle - pale blue with grey roof panel, plus many others - Excellent 
to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes. (31) 

 £50 - £70 

2460. A mixed group of models to include a Matchbox Lesney Coronation Coach - gold plating with Queen figure only, with 8 
x horses and 4 x outriders - some loss of plating in places with original box, some stains to top, YY66 Her Majesty The Queen's 
40th Anniversary Gold Stagecoach, Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Christmas Treasures 1994 and 1995 - Christmas tree 
ornaments, 2 x Y29 Walker Electric Van - Harrods, various Lledo Days Gone models, some promotional Matchbox 
Superfast - Good to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (26 + a few loose models) 

 £40 - £60 

2461. Corgi Classics a mixed group to include 97917 Scammell Scarab - Watneys, 97335 similar but Eskimo Foods, Y5004 
similar but Cadbury Brothers Bourneville, CC11301 Scammell Scarab British Rail Premium Edition, a Corgi Connoisseur 
Collection 2-model chrome plated Jaguar E-types plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

2462. A mixed group of models to include 4 x Kinsmart Scale Collection models, Rex Toys Cadillac V16 - black, EFE 157 
TDL Deluxe Plaxton Coach - Grey Green, Corgi Classics AA Road Service D981 Bedford CA Van, Hot Wheels 96 
Camaro - red, Muscle Machines 00 PT Cruiser, wooden boxes containing 6 x Lledo Days Gone models, plus many others 
including Dinky Toys Forward Control Truck - generally Near Mint to Mint, unboxed are generally Fair. (32 + a few loose 
models) 

 £30 - £50 

2463. A mixed collection of 1/24th scale modern diecast models including Maisto Chrysler PT Cruiser metal kit, a similar 
model by Revell 32 Ford Deuce Coupe, Maisto 1/25th scale 2000 Chevrolet SSR, similar 2002 Ford Thunderbird, a China 
made tinplate Standard Sedan, unboxed Guiloy or similar Motorcycle - Harley Davidson - a few loose parts in bag, 3 x Classic 
Heritage cold cast Diorama Sets including Garage, AA Phone Box and red Post Office Telephone Box, plus others - generally 
Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes (one is unboxed and Fair).  (13) 

 £30 - £50 

2464. 1/18th scale boxed group (1) Maisto 31639 2000 Chevrolet SSR Concept - black, (2) 31046 Chrysler PT 
Cruiser - black/blue flame effect, (3) 31046 similar but "Moo Cruiser" - black and white cow pattern, (4) 31851 Dodge Concept 
Vehicle - metallic bronze, (5) Bburago 3066 Chevrolet Corvette - red, (6) Solido 8001 Bugatti Royale - black with cream 
interior - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus boxes. (6) 

 £30 - £50 

2465. 1/18th scale boxed group (1) Ertl American Muscle 1996 Chevrolet Camaro Z28 - metallic dark blue with tan interior, 
(2) 7394 Plymouth Prowler - metallic purple with grey interior, (3) Hot Wheels Chrysler Panel Cruiser - yellow with black body 
stripe, (4) Anson 30331 Plymouth Prowler - yellow with black interior, (5) Gate Chrysler Panel Cruiser - red with dark grey 
interior, (6) Gate Chrysler RT Cruiser - white - Near Mint to Mint in mostly Good to Excellent boxes (one is Fair with split to box 
window).  (6) 

 £40 - £60 
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2466. Mixed 1/18th scale group (1) Guiloy 68570 Chrysler Atlantic - metallic silver with light grey interior in hinged 
presentation box, (2) 1/18th scale or similar 007 James Bond Aston Martin Vanquish "Die Another Day" remote control model 
issued by Marks and Spencer (part of packaging is torn - model appears Mint unused), (3) Tag Precision Models Jaguar 
XK8 - metallic blue with grey interior and black folded hood mounted on wooden plinth - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good Plus 
packaging. 

 £30 - £50 

2467. 1/24th scale boxed pair (1) Danbury Mint 1934 Packard Speedster - red, light tan interior, chrome trim, (2) Franklin Mint 
1960 Corvette - blue with chrome trim - detachable hood wrapped in packaging - Near Mint to Mint with inner packing, 
certificates and Good outer transit cartons. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2468. 1/24th scale boxed group (1) Franklin Mint 1935 Mercedes 500K - red, cream interior, chrome trim (seat has 
discoloured), (2) Danbury Mint 1935 Duesenberg SSJ - grey/red with dark brown seat, axles have detached requires 
attention - Fair to Near Mint with inner packing and Good outer transit cartons. 

 £30 - £50 

2469. Franklin Mint 1/43rd scale "The Classic Cars of the 50's" to include 1956 Ford Thunderbird - blue, 1956 Lincoln 
Continental - black, plus others - some are missing information cards but generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent 
polystyrene and card packing. (12) 

 £50 - £70 
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Conditions of Sale
The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be 
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25%).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE Purchasers will be charged a total 
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable which
will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.

If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods can only
be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been made. We reserve
the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as possible, 
allowing for other bids. Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be decided by
the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification relates
to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of any item. It must
be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be regarded as opinion only, and
cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such faults
does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free of faults. 
Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in the event that an
item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this is proven to the 
Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days of the sale in the 
condition it was sold.

Telephone Bidding
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for telephone
bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any missed calls
due to human or technical errors.

Bank Transfer
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder
House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton on Tees. TS18 3EX

Sort Code: 40-51-62  
Account: 42076703  
IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703  
Bank Swift code: HANDGB22 
Account Name: Vectis Auctions Ltd 



Conditions of Sale (Continued)

Estimates
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity, 
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a 
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

Reserves
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a reserve on
a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the placed reserve or
£10 whichever is greater.  The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed
with Vectis Auctions beforehand.  This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

Late Withdrawals
(a) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top and
bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(b) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the midpoint
between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

Payment of proceeds of auction
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the right to
withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment.  If the buyer fails to make payment within the calendar
month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable in respect of the
amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each lot
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each lot might realise

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.
The website address is: www.vectis.co.uk  e-mail address is: admin@vectis.co.uk
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